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Experience of Proposer
Brief Overview of ARCADIS
ARCADIS is an international company providing consultancy, design, engineering and management
services in infrastructure, water, environment and buildings. We enhance mobility, sustainability
and quality of life by creating balance in the built and natural environments. ARCADIS develops,
designs, implements, maintains and operates projects for companies and governments. With 22,000
employees and more than $3.3 billion in revenues, the company has an extensive international
network supported by strong local market positions. We have a dedicated Emergency Management

ARCADIS’
Emergency
Management and
Security Unit
(EM&S Unit) have
been addressing
emergency
management and
preparedness
needs in the
state of Florida for
over 20 years.

and Security unit based in the State of Florida.
ARCADIS was established in the United States in Delaware as Geraghty & Miller in 1957. The firm
expanded in 1964 in response to water supply problems created by a major drought in the Northeast.
Our mission is to build on this foundation of experience to help clients and their communities
create sustainable solutions that make our world cleaner and safer. ARCADIS has more than 6,000
personnel located in the United States. We have a network of more than 160 branch and field
offices located around the U.S. and 300 offices around the world. This enables us to offer a global
perspective combined with local knowledge.

Emergency Management and Security Unit
Members of ARCADIS’ Emergency Management and Security Unit (EM&S Unit) have been
addressing emergency management and preparedness needs in the state of Florida for over 20
years. This in-house group of emergency management professionals has extensive post-disaster
recovery, hazard mitigation and emergency preparedness experience. Members of our team
contributed to the drafting of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA2K) and were consulted by
FEMA and Congress throughout the process, including all versions of the Interim Final Rules.
The EM&S Unit is comprised of preparedness, recovery and mitigation experts with years of
experience assisting various types of public entities. Assistance includes program management,
risk assessment and vulnerability analysis, project identification and prioritization, loss avoidance
assessments and loss avoidance methodology development, grant application development and
management, as well as disaster strategy development and implementation, training and exercising,
and emergency operations plan development to help clients strengthen against future threat and
damage from natural and man-made hazards.
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related activities during presidentially declared disasters since
2004. Previously declared events have resulted in massive
flooding across the region and impacts to both public facilities
and infrastructure, as well as privately owned residential and
commercial structures. Two major rivers run from north to south
in this area and much of the jurisdictions are in Special Flood

ARCADIS Plantation
ARCADIS Miami
Florida International University

contacts that could be leveraged by the institutions with SUS.
ARCADIS staff has provided Disaster Management and
Consulting Services, as well as Disaster Debris Monitoring in the
Florida market for the past 20 years.

Contract and Performance Examples
The following paragraphs address item A1 in Section 3.2 of the
ITN, for examples of contracts and performance.

Florida Division of Emergency Management
Disaster Management Consulting Services

Hazard Areas.
ARCADIS provided engineers and field technicians to conduct
damage assessments, develop scopes of work to repair and
mitigate damaged facilities and assess repetitive loss and
residential / commercial structures that are eligible for buy-outs,
retrofits and other activities. Assessments of damaged local
residential and commercial structures were conducted using the
FEMA Substantially Damaged Estimator tools.
Our engineers have also assisted in the development of
infrastructure recovery and mitigation projects and calculated
Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) as prescribed by FEMA Programs.
Since 2004, ARCADIS has assisted Calhoun County in

The ARCADIS team worked with the Florida Division of

completing more than $20 Million in repair, construction and

Emergency Management to improve emergency management

retrofitting activities from the FEMA Public Assistance and

business processes which have helped the state achieve and

Hazard Mitigation Programs. ARCADIS assists this client in

maintain a premier nationwide status.

leveraging multiple funding sources and programs and has done

ARCADIS provided expertise to the Florida Division of

so using the guidance and tools provided by FEMA.

Emergency Management (FDEM) to help the Mitigation Bureau

In mid-2011, the ARCADIS team updated the local mitigation

supplement, jump-start and improve statewide emergency

strategy with enhanced risk assessments, refined project scopes,

management grant programs including the Hazard Mitigation

and companion land use development recommendations as

Grant Program (HMGP), National Flood Insurance Program

outlined in 44 C.F.R. §201.6(c)(2)(ii)(A), (B) and (C) in order to

(NFIP), Repetitive Flood Claims (RFC), Flood Mitigation

increase resiliency in the county. Selected deliverables included:

Assistance (FMA), Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) and more. We
also act as surge capacity to ensure continuity and improvement

•

A ranked inventory of current and future structures,
landmarks, infrastructure and critical infrastructure located

of mitigation related activities and planning processes in the face

in hazardous areas and structurally vulnerable to wind-

of disasters.

related hazards. The team determined future vulnerabilities

Our team has provided programmatic and technical support for

through build-out analysis of the future land use map, as

FDEM’s implementation of FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Assistance

well as safe-growth analysis.

(HMA) in the form of operations review and SOP development,

•

Calculations of potential dollars lost in current and future

performance measurement framework development, monitoring

development scenarios to hurricane, earthquake, flood,

plan development, loss-avoidance reporting, economic impact

wildfire, tornado, thunderstorm, erosion, sinkhole, HAZMAT,

analysis, project and program evaluation and implementation,

and other hazards.
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•

A land use map which is expected to minimize these

which were integrated into one overall emergency operations

damages and recommendations for changes to the

plan through an all-hazards approach. Each stage of

Comprehensive Plan and future land use map. 4)

development followed FEMA CPG-101 guidance and integrated

Preliminary project scopes of work that resulted from the

concepts from appropriate DHS planning documentation.

identification of vulnerabilities and strategies to address
them, as well as funding source identification.

Bergen County Utilities Authority (BCUA), NJ
Disaster Management Consulting Services
The Little Ferry Water Pollution Control Facility was one of the
many public infrastructure works severely impacted by Hurricane

Brick Township, NJ
Disaster Management Consulting Services and
Debris Monitoring
Brick Township, New Jersey is located in Ocean County and
was severely impacted by Hurricane Sandy. The Township
experienced significant loss to public and private structures,

Sandy. The plant was flooded from storm surge flowing up the

facilities, and infrastructure. A comprehensive suite of ARCADIS

Hackensack River. ARCADIS was retained by BCUA to identify

emergency management services are being employed in

scopes of work and cost estimates to restore the facility to pre-

unprecedented ways to facilitate and expedite this community’s

storm conditions plus codes and standards, as well as to mitigate

recovery process.

the facility against future impacts and loss of service. In addition,

These services include, but may not be limited to:

ARCADIS completed FEMA and other fund source applications
and has provided representation on behalf of BCUA to federal
and state agencies.

•
•

Key components of ARCADIS’ work included:

•

Identification of flood protection measures through a multi-

Assistance Programs)

•
•
•

criteria analyses;

•

Evaluation, cost estimation, and conceptual design of

Development of FEMA documentation required for project
applications and;

•

Damage Assessments, Code Compliance Audits, Pre-Event
Repair Estimates, and Benefit-Cost Analysis.

Northern Virginia Community College,
Annandale, VA

Public Assistance and Recovery Strategic Guidance
Funding Application Development
Representation on behalf of the community to FEMA, the
State of New Jersey and other state and federal agencies

•

building and facility protection;

•

Funding Guidance (HMGP, 406 Mitigation, Public
Assistance, CDBG, all non-disaster FEMA Hazard Mitigation

ARCADIS provided support to identify a range of possible flood
mitigation measures to harden the critical infrastructure.

Debris Monitoring

Hazard Mitigation Planning and Program Management
Services

•
•
•
•
•
•

Public outreach and relations consulting
Website development
Database management
Data gathering and processing
Demolition monitoring
Benefit Cost Analysis

Disaster Management Consulting Services
ARCADIS facilitated the development of Northern Virginia
Community College’s (NOVA) Multi-Campus Emergency
Operations Plan. The plan describes NOVA’s approach to
address each of the four phases of emergency management
(mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery) and outlines
specific standard operating procedures for officials to follow preand post- hazard event.
Our emergency management specialists worked with NOVA’s
administration and other campus officials to develop individual
plans for each campus, as well as individual hazard annexes
66010984.0001 | TAM
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identical to the scopes of service
presented in the SUS ITN.
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management using the HaulPass® System, and leaner/hanger/

ECC/USACE, New York, NY

stump monitoring. We also provided assistance to the city for

Debris Monitoring

reimbursements from state and federal agencies, including the
Following the

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and Federal

devastating impact left

Highway Administration, relating to eligible costs arising from

by Hurricane Sandy

the disaster recovery effort. While supporting the client, we

on the north-eastern

utilized the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service National Wetlands

seaboard October

Inventory database and detected that the debris operations

29, 2012, ARCADIS

had the potential to impact the statutory wetlands. We worked

responded by deploying

diligently with the city, its contractors, the Texas Commission on

experienced core

Environmental Quality, local Environmental Protection Agency

personnel and assets

personnel, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers so that the

to the disaster stricken

debris operation could proceed in the most efficient manner even

area. As the exclusive

while these valuable resources were being protected.

purveyor of the HaulPass® System (HaulPass®), the industry’s
leading Automated Debris Management System (ADMS),

Kansas City and Joplin, Missouri

ARCADIS was requested to track the removal of all disaster

Debris Monitoring

generated debris following the unimaginable destruction in New

ARCADIS responded

York City’s five boroughs. On November 6th, 2012, within 24

to a U.S. Army Corps

hours of notice to proceed, the ARCADIS team established an

of Engineers (USACE)

operations center and truck certification site in Jacob Riis Park,

request for automated

Queens, NY. ARCADIS implemented 24 hour operations for an

debris management

unprecedented 63 consecutive days, and more than 110 days

system services to

of normal operations, with Christmas and New Year’s Day being

track debris removal

the only two exceptions. HaulPass® logged more than 1.73

operations in Joplin,

million road miles and over 32,000 truckloads of debris dispersed

Missouri, following

to 22 disposal facilities across New York, New Jersey and

the EF-5 tornado that

Pennsylvania, with the furthest being 317 miles away. HaulPass®

impacted the area on

has also been integral in tracking the removal of debris from

May 22, 2011. Within 24 hours after notice to proceed, the

over 300 private residences in some of the most decimated

ARCADIS team commenced certification of debris-filled trucks

communities across Staten Island, Queens and Brooklyn.

while deploying the HaulPass® system in the field, employing
a staff of approximately 60 locally hired and trained personnel.

Humble, Texas

The objective of this effort was to track each truckload of tornado

Debris Monitoring

debris from point-of-origin to final disposal according to Federal
Following Hurricane

USACE specifications and requirements for ADMS. HaulPass®

13, 2008, in Galveston

was readily deployed with short notice, accommodating mission-

Bay, ARCADIS led the

specific parameters such as quantification of truckloads by

deployment of the debris

weight rather than volume, secondary equipment certification

assessment teams

numbers and other requirements. The dump sites received

and first responders

7,027 truckloads of debris totaling 84,650 tons. In addition, 570

and provided an array

truckloads of mulch totaling 13,631 tons were hauled to two of

of post-disaster debris

the dump sites. HaulPass® was configured for each dump site

management services

to capture the site location, other detailed site information and

for the City of Humble

acceptable debris types. In addition to the tasks outlined in the

on the northern outskirts of Houston, including truck certification,
right-of-way (ROW) debris contractor monitoring, data
66010984.0001 | TAM

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines and

Ike’s landfall September

scope of work, the ARCADIS team took on the unique challenge
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of assuming responsibility for tracking and organizing Private

The following information responds to item A3 in the ITN

Property Debris Removal (PPDR) records in the field. HaulPass®

regarding the request to provide a list of a minimum of 3 clients

provided the capability to take multiple geo-tagged photos along

in which we have performed similar scope of service to this ITN,

with the capture of field notes in the field, essentially eliminating

which were completed within the last five years. Herein we

the need for labor-intensive photo reconciliation at the end of

present figure A3 below.

each work day in the USACE recovery field office.

Active Clients Located in Severe Weather
Prone Areas
The following is a listing of all active contracts known to be in
severe weather locations throughout the United States. This
list serves to address item A2 in Section 3.2 of the ITN and is
identified as figure A2 below.

Client Name

Client Name and
Contact Information
Florida Division of Emergency Management
(Disaster Management Consultant Services)
Miles Anderson, State Hazard Mitigation Officer
Phone: 850.413.9816

Disaster
Debris
Management Monitoring
Consulting

Florida Division of Emergency
Management



Brick Township, NJ (Disaster Management
Consultant Services and Debris Monitoring)

Calhoun County BOCC, FL



Juan Carlos Bellu, Asst. Business Administrator
Phone: 732.920.4059

Columbia County BOCC, FL



Bay Head, NJ



City of Bayonne, NJ



Bergen County Utility Authority



Bernardsville, NJ
Brick Township, NJ




USACE NY District (ECC – ADMS System and
QC Services)
Khanna Prashant, ECC Program Manager
Phone: 303.298.7607 x 1221

Scope of Work
Performed
Disaster Management
Consultant Services
Contract Value:
$1,000,000.
Length of Service:
10/07 to Present
Disaster Management
Consultant Services
and Debris Monitoring
Contract Value:
$1,500,000
Length of Service:
11/12 to Present
Debris Monitoring
Contract Value:
$2,300,000
Length of Service:
11/12 to 04/13


Lost or Cancelled Contracts
within the Last 10 Years

Hopewell Township, NJ



Manasquan, NJ



Middletown Township, NJ



Services or Debris Monitoring contract canceled for cause within

New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection



feedback for work completed under contract with ARCADIS.

Old Bridge, NJ



Point Pleasant Beach, NJ



Readington Township, NJ



Tinton Falls, NJ



USACE, New York



Client References

66010984.0001 | TAM
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Qualifications of Proposer
In response to a growing demand from clients, ARCADIS established the Emergency Management
and Security Unit (EM&S Unit) specializing in preparedness, response and recovery scenarios.
We created this team specifically to address the unique needs of jurisdictions and government
agencies in preparation for and in the wake of, man-made and natural disasters. Members have
firsthand knowledge of Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), United States Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE), United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), United States
Department of Transportation, and state disaster management operations and programs.
The ARCADIS team has proven success in managing operations and completing the types of

ARCADIS has
consistently
ranked in the
top 20 for
Hazardous Waste
Management
Firms
(ranked #3).

documentation and records required by FEMA, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and other
federal agencies for reimbursement of pre- and post-disaster cleanup and recovery costs for all
categories. We have completed myriad disaster management consulting and debris monitoring
services projects totaling more than 30 million cubic yards and more than $1 billion dollars in federal
reimbursements.
We approach and measure our success by 1) Driving the recovery efforts to achieve the
quickest and most efficient cleanup; and 2) Maximizing the receipt of all available funding. This is
accomplished by the use of technology, efficient information management and deployment of an
experienced debris monitoring and management team.

Figure B1

Figure B1 above shows the ARCADIS state of Florida Professional Engineering License for the firm.

66010984.001 | TAM
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Below figure B2 is the ARCADIS state of Florida Business Registration.
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Type and Amount of Insurance for Project
Provided in figures B3 and B4 is the ARCADIS specimen copies of our Certificate of Liability Insurance, both for general and
professional coverages’. Upon award of a contract for services we will provide the appropriate documentation noted in the ITN. We
understand that some insurance requirements “flow down” to any subcontractor(s), if we’ve indicated them herein.
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Staffing Matrix and Office Locations
Company Organization
ARCADIS U.S., Inc., is a 100 percent wholly owned subsidiary of ARCADIS North America, a
Colorado General Partnership located at Gustav Mahlerplein 97-103, 1082 MS, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, whose partners are ARCADIS N.V. (99 percent) and ARCADIS USA B.V. (1 percent).
ARCADIS USA B.V. is a wholly owned subsidiary of ARCADIS N.V.; ARCADIS N.V. is a publicly
traded Netherlands company with its shares traded on the EuroNext exchange. ARCADIS N.V.’s
only shareholder holding more than 10 percent interest is the Lovinklaan Foundation, a private Dutch
foundation that manages the shares held by the employees of ARCADIS.
No individual owns more than 10 percent of any of the above-listed entities.
Figure C1 below shows the internal organizational structure of the company.

Figure C1

66010984.0001 | TAM
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Figure C2 lists all subsidiaries owned by the parent organization.

•

The types of business the following firms provide is consultancy,
design, engineering, architectural, and management services.

Subsidiaries/Affiliates of ARCADIS U.S., Inc.
Figure C2

More than 22,000 engineers, scientists, planners,
management consultants and support staff worldwide.

•

Approximately 300 offices around the world, enabling us to
offer a global perspective combined with local knowledge to
best serve our clients

Name of Entity:

Address:

Rostan Solution LLC

4318 N 56th Street
Tampa, FL 33610

ARCADIS of New York, Inc.

6723 Towpath Rd., P.O. Box 66
Syracuse, NY 13214-0066

founded in the Netherlands as an association for wasteland

ARCADIS G&M
of Michigan, LLC

1001 Woodward, #400
Detroit, MI 48226

century, expanding its global reach and range of service offerings

Reese Macon and
Associates, Inc.

630 Plaza Drive, Suite 100
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

ARCADIS G&M of Ohio, Inc.

One Seagate, Suite 700
Toledo, OH 43604

as Geraghty & Miller in 1957. The firm expanded in 1964 in

Lawson, Noble & Webb, Inc.

2081 Vista Parkway
West Palm Beach FL 33411

in the Northeast. The first public offering occurred in 1988. In

PinnacleOne, Inc.

950 West Elliott Road, Suite 220
Tempe, AZ 85284

Geraghty & Miller was renamed ARCADIS.

Construction Dynamics
Group, Inc.

9861 Broken Land Parkway, Suite 254
Columbia, MD 21046

Lewis & Zimmerman
Associates, Inc.

9861 Broken Land Parkway, Suite 254
Columbia, MD 21046

ARCADIS Canada, Inc.

155 Frobisher Drive, Suites J101
Waterloo, Ontario N2V 2C9

LFR Holding Corporation

2000 Powell Street, #700
Emeryville, CA 94608

Arcadis Renewable Energy
Services, LLC

630 Plaza Drive, Suite 100
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

Rise International, L.L.C.

120 S. Lasalle, Ste. 1750
Chicago, IL 60603

ARCADIS Corporate
Services, Inc.

630 Plaza Drive, Suite 100
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

ARCADIS Central AM
Holdings, LLC

630 Plaza Drive, Suite 100
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

ARCADIS has vast resources in the U.S. and around the world
to support our environmental and infrastructure engineering,
consulting and project management work in more than 70
countries. Our clients have access to the best talents of our
multidisciplinary staff and the most effective, optimally structured
project teams in any geographic location. Currently our
organization encompasses:

•

More than 6,200 multidisciplinary personnel in the U.S.,

•

More than 160 branch and field offices located around the
U.S.

66010984.0001 | TAM

Company History
ARCADIS began operation 1888, when the organization was
redevelopment. ARCADIS NV evolved throughout the 20th
through strategic initiatives and targeted acquisitions.
ARCADIS was established in the United States in Delaware
response to water supply problems created by a major drought
1993, Geraghty & Miller was acquired by ARCADIS NV. In 1998,

The corporate headquarters of ARCADIS U.S. Inc., is located in
the state of Colorado, below is the corporate address.

ARCADIS U.S. Inc.

Corporate Headquarters
630 Plaza Drive, Suite 10
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
P. 720.344.3500
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possible affected campuses and estimated
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Florida International University

Figure C3 above shows the proximity of ARCADIS offices in the
state of Florida to main campuses of SUS institutions.

Below in figure C4 is the listing of each main campus to each
ARCADIS office. Included is an associate to the project team or
a team member who will be a point of contact for each school.
Distance and travel times from each of the closest offices is also
indicated.

SUS Institution

Associate to
Project Team or
Team Member

Closest
ARCADIS
Office

Travel
Distance
(Miles)

Travel
Time
(Minutes)

Florida A&M University

Tommy Horton, III

Tallahassee

3.6

12

Florida Atlantic University

Andy Compton

Boca Raton

7.3

18

Florida Gulf Coast University

Samuel Rosania

Fort Myers

14.0

26

Leah Richter

Plantation

9.0

14

Florida International University
Florida Polytechnic University

David Cibik

Tampa

39.2

37

Florida State University

Carly Foster

Tallahassee

3.0

9

New College of Florida

David Cibik

Sarasota

4.7

10

University of Central Florida

Samuel Rosania

Maitland

23.0

29

University of Florida

Erik Van Zanden

Jacksonville

72.4

89

University of North Florida

Erik Van Zanden

Jacksonville

11.2

20

University of South Florida

Samuel Rosania

Tampa

5.3

13

University of West Florida

Catherine Hajcak

Pensacola

5.2

14

Figure C3
66010984.0001 | TAM
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Organizational Structure
for Disaster Management Consulting and Disaster Debris Monitoring Services
The ARCADIS Team includes numerous qualified professionals

Continuity of Operations (COOP), Homeland Security

who have extensive experience related to pre- and post-disaster

Comprehensive Assessment Model (HLS-Cam), NIMS, etc.

recovery, debris monitoring and disaster management consulting
services. Our specialists offer our clients:

•

organizational chart figure C5 shown below. Their complete

Extensive experience in disaster debris management
monitoring of debris contractor operations

•

Extensive knowledge of federal mitigation and disaster
programs, grants and regulations

•

Our key project team members are presented in the

Comprehensive emergency management and disaster
debris management planning expertise including
Comprehensive Emergency Management program (CEMP),

detailed resumes can be found in the Appendix section.
Additionally, following these page is a listing of ARCADIS / SUS
Alumni associates to the Project Team members, who can be
called on in a needed disaster as additional support. Our firm
has a number of qualified professionals who can be called
upon to provide debris monitoring and disaster management
consulting and training immediately following a disaster.

Figure C5

PRINCIPAL-IN-CHARGE
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Samuel Rosania
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM
Disaster Management
Consultant Services

Tommy Horton, CEM

Debris Monitoring

Darius Stankunas

DISASTER SERVICES TEAM
Emergency
Management Planning

Program/Resource
Management

Damage
Assessments

Tommy Horton, CEM
Carly Foster, CFM, AICP

Darius Stankunas
Andy Compton

Peter McMaster, PE
Brian Greathouse, PE

Reporting /
Data Management

Recovery Operations

Andrew Grubbs
Edward Fernandez, CFM
Frank Wreath

Jeff Cousins
Bobby Aliberti
Travis Mays
Jordan Bryant

Geographic Information
Systems

Scott Lehman
Shane Dressback

Reimbursement /
Mitigation / Grants

Andy Compton
Carly Foster, CFM, AICP
Frank McColm, CFM
Environmental Permitting
Coordination

David Cibik, PE

ARCADIS ON-SITE QUALITY
ASSURANCE MONITORS

ARCADIS/SUS ALUMNI
ASSOCIATES TO PROJECT TEAM

We base our approach and distribution of QAM
personnel on event magnitude

See ﬁgure C3 at the end of this section
for a listing of names and disciplines.

Post-event emergency management activities are dictated by the nature and severity of an event or impact. ARCADIS’ extensive
experience in post-disaster resource management repeatedly meets the demands of emergency management operations of all
sizes. Our demonstrated experience ensures rapid mobilization and prompt, professional service for our clients.

66010984.0001 | TAM
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Key Project Staff brief overview

Debris Program Specialist. He has prepared for and facilitated

The following key individuals will be responsible for production

their contractors regarding the Stafford Act, 44CFR and FEMA

and delivery, and will work corroboratively across all project
phases with the client. These professionals have served in their
roles on various project teams for a number of years.

Samuel Rosania
- Principal-In-Charge / Quality Assurance
Mr. Rosania has served as Project Manager for many disaster
debris management and integrated solid waste management
projects, some in excess of 25 million cubic yards. He has
developed, implemented, and administered a diverse range
of environmental programs related to municipal solid waste
and disaster debris management, recycling, and special waste
management.

Tommy Horton, III
- Project Manager
Disaster Management consulting Services

numerous meetings with municipality and county executives and
Policy and Guidance Documents. He has been responsible for
writing numerous project worksheets which included scopes of
work and cost estimates for force account and contracted labor,
equipment, and materials used in support of hurricane disaster
relief operations.

Carly Foster, CFM, AICP
- Emergency Management Planning
Ms. Foster was project lead to develop standard operating
procedures of all FEMA and State HMA program management
for a state-level client. She was a principal author and
coordinator for Florida’s 2010 Enhanced State Hazard
Mitigation Plan and has developed the simplified loss avoidance
assessment methodology and calculator being implemented by
the State of Florida.

homeland security. He supports clients in ensuring efficient use

Frank McColm, CFM
- Emergency Management Planning

of resources, incident management, operational resiliency and

Mr. McColm has extensive experience in planning and managing

business /operational continuity. He is an expert in FEMA and

hazard mitigation projects. He specializes in grant management

DHS Program Management, planning, training, exercise, and

and has extensive experience in regulatory compliance relating

funding administration. As an executive consultant, he works

to grant funded projects.

Mr. Horton specializes in emergency management and

with critical infrastructure, state agencies, local communities,
and industry. He provides business transformation solutions to
identify all-hazards vulnerabilities, risks, consequences, and
capacity to respond to and recover from natural and man-made
incidents.

Peter McMaster, PE
- Damage Assessments
Mr. McMaster has extensive experience in all aspects of
engineering and construction from his tenure as a President
of a multifaceted organization that performed engineering,

Darius Stankunas
- Project Manager / Disaster Debris Monitoring

construction and contract operations. This experience makes

Following Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne, Mr. Stankunas

after a catastrophic weather event. His experience not only

served as Project Manager for the Hillsborough County

on the engineering side of the business, but also on the cost

debris management and consulting project and supervised

control side including finance, HR and safety. Programs which

the development and maintenance of a disaster debris data

he managed were for clients in both the municipal and industrial

management system of load tickets and debris contractor

sector focused primarily on municipal facilities.

information. He also substantiated debris contractor invoices for
disaster debris collection, reduction, and disposal for three debris
contractors and was the lead for Hillsborough County’s project
worksheet and FEMA appeals process.

him the ideal candidate to assess debris damage to structures

Brian Greathouse, PE
- Damage Assessments
Mr. Greathouse has significant experience in stormwater
and watershed analysis and design. He has been involved

Andy Compton
- Program / Resources Management

in the design and construction of several stormwater

Mr. Compton has supervised debris monitoring field teams and

urban stormwater systems design, flood control structures,

project officer teams and performed in the capacity of Lead

inundation mapping, constructed wetland and natural channel

66010984.0001 | TAM

projects including culverts, regional detention ponds,
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design. He has led the effort associated with floodplain and

worked in support of the Task Force Hope Mississippi project

watershed analysis all over the country performing floodplain

which required the management of one-half million debris

studies to be used by FEMA flood map modernization

tickets following Hurricane Katrina. He uses his extensive

program. He is a Certified Floodplain Manager who had an

documentation management background to maximize federal

active role in developing the flood management program for

reimbursement efforts.

the State of Alabama.

Andrew Grubbs
- Reporting and Data Management
Mr. Grubbs is a skilled technical architect specializing in the
development, design, and management of very sophisticated
software adapted particularly to the complicated needs of
very large, dynamic projects such as post-disaster relief
work. He was technical architect for the HaulPass® debris
management and tracking system, which has proved itself
very useful for the relief of major disasters requiring rapid

Jeff Cousins
- Recovery Operations
Mr. Cousins has over 8 years of experience specific to
debris management and disaster recovery operations. He
specializes in disaster management and recovery and has
served as Operations Manager supporting disaster recovery
and reimbursement projects following some of the world’s most
devastating disasters. He was responsible for the deployment of
over 450 quality assurance monitors deployed in 11 counties and
5 cities in Mississippi for the USACE Task Force Hope mission

response such as hurricanes and floods; a system for the

following Hurricane Katrina.

removal of munitions and explosives of concern from military

Bobby Aliberti
- Recovery Operations

installations; and a work tracking system for monitoring the
contributions of multiple partners in a large watershed study,
among others.

Edward Fernandez, CFM
- Reporting and Data Management
Mr. Fernandez specializes in disaster planning, risk assessment
and vulnerability analysis, and grants management. He
holds a master’s degree in urban and regional planning from
Florida State University and is an ASFPM Certified Floodplain
Manager. He provides ongoing support to the Florida Division of
Emergency Management for project and grants management.
He has worked on a variety of planning projects and has
assisted in the development of several hazard mitigation
plans, primarily conducting the risk and vulnerability portions of

Mr. Aliberti specializes in emergency management, security
operations, homeland security, technology, and physical
security consulting. As an consultant, he provides clients
with high-level guidance on how to organize and administer
business and/or programs through a successful and efficient
approach that takes advantage of technology. Most recently
before joining the ARCADIS team, Mr. Aliberti was the Security
Operations Commander for the Coalition Bases in the Baghdad
Iraq. As a part of the Theater Commander’s staff, Mr. Aliberti
was responsible for all Base Defense, security of High Risk
Personnel and convoy security operations. Mr. Aliberti was
the ROE Program Manager for the Debris Removal mission in
Hancock County, Mississippi. Hancock County was ground zero

each plan. He has extensive knowledge in the use of GIS and

for Hurricane KATRINA, suffering massive devastation.

FEMA’s Hazus for hazard identification and risk assessment and

Travis Maysi
- Recovery Operations

vulnerability analysis.

Frank Wreath
- Reporting and Data Management
Mr. Wreath has 28 years of experience related to technology
services. He has provided extensive support to numerous
municipal clients within Florida, Alabama, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Texas and New York following the aftermath
of natural disasters. His pivotal responsibility is the
management of recovery data, often requiring development
of a customized, web-enabled, database application. He
66010984.0001 | TAM

Mr. Mays has 5 years of experience specific to debris
management and disaster recovery operations. He acquired
his taste for disaster recovery management and consulting
while serving as a QA/QC and field technician during
Hurricane Ike recovery operations in Texas and Louisiana
during the 2008 hurricane season. He served as a field
supervisor during Haiti operations and filled a supporting role
to the operations and project managers during field activities
in Alabama and Virginia. Most recently he led project
coordination efforts while on deployment to New York City in
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all phases of a disaster deployment including planning,

Shane Dressback
- Geographic Information Systems

strategy implementation, operations and project closeout.

Mr. Dressback has experience in working with a wide variety

response to Hurricane Sandy. He specializes in coordinating

Jordan Brant
- Recovery Operations
Mr. Bryant has more than 6 years of disaster management
experience and has specialized in debris management and
disaster recovery since early 2006. Mr. Bryant is the primary
HaulPass® trainer for field staff and technical lead. Mr. Bryant
began in Mississippi working alongside the USACE in their Task
Force Hope mission following Hurricane Katrina. He served as
a Staff Manager in Erie County, NY in 2006, and also as a field
manager for the concurrent City of Buffalo recovery project. He
helped facilitate the deployment and operations of three debris
removal monitoring projects in the Houston, Texas area following
Hurricane Ike in 2008.

Scott Lehman
- Geographic Information Systems
Mr. Lehman has over 10 years of experience working in the
geospatial field specializing in the environmental, water/
wastewater engineering and hazard risk assessment fields. He
has extensive GIS and data management skills that allow him
to solve a variety of spatial problems. Recently, Mr. Lehman
has been involved in hazard mitigation planning for local
municipalities. This work involves the use of GIS based HAZUS
modeling software to show the potential damage in the event of
a flood or hurricane.

66010984.0001 | TAM

of GIS projects. Throughout his career he has been involved
in the development of parcel, stormwater, land use, water,
gas and electric utility data sets in addition to various other
data layers. A majority of his project experience has been
as a consultant for local utility, municipal, county and federal
government clients. Most recently, he has been involved in
the incorporation of ArcSDE/Microsoft SQL technology for
multiuser geographic databases while developing a water
utility geodatabase. His project background has centered on
data development, conversion and QAQC processes using
various ESRI GIS programs including the ArcGIS Suite.

David Cibik, PE
- Environmental Permitting Coordination
Mr. Cibik has a broad range of environmental engineering
experience. His experience includes regulatory compliance
in the forms of air, wastewater and hazardous waste
permitting, groundwater remediation system operation and
maintenance, extensive remedial action field work and ASTM
Phase I Environmental Site Assessments and Due Diligence/
Compliance Reviews. He has a strong background in Health
and Safety. He has performed numerous environmental audits at
temporary debris sites following hurricanes Frances, Jeanne and
Wilma.
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ARCADIS / SUS Disaster Liaison List
As we’ve noted in previous sections, ARCADIS has provided both Disaster Management Consulting
Services and Disaster Debris Monitoring in the Florida market for many years. We’ve performed
work, that is nearly identical to these scopes of services in the SUS ITN.
Our multidisciplinary staff provides consulting, design, engineering and management services across
the U.S. and around the world. We can attest to this fact with the following list of Arcadians assigned
to local Florida offices, who have graduated with various degrees in relevant disciplines from SUS
institutions. These professionals can be called upon at any time to serve in an associate capacity as
support for Project Team members indicated on the organizational chart for campus’ in the system
where contract services will be needed.
This unique qualification coupled with ARCADIS’ vast resources in the U.S. and around the world
makes us truly a client-focused resource that the SUS, its board of directors and provosts throughout
Florida, can feel confident to call upon when Disaster Management Consulting Services and Disaster
Debris Monitoring Services are needed.
As our client, you will have access to the best talents of our multidisciplinary staff and the most
effective, optimally structured project teams in this geographic location.
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State University System
(SUS) Institutions

ARCADIS/SUS
Associates to Project
Team Members

Discipline

State University System
(SUS) Institutions

ARCADIS/SUS
Associates to Project
Team Members

Discipline

Florida Atlantic University

Anthony Larenas

Geology

University of Central
Florida

Mack McKinley

Florida State University

Jamie Small

Civil Engineering

Florida Atlantic University

Renato Vargas

Environmental
Engineering
Structural
Engineering

Florida Atlantic University

Kevin Doyle

Ocean Engineering

Florida Atlantic University

Richard DeVivero

Planning

Florida Atlantic University

Nicholas Miller

Mechanical
Engineering

University of Florida

Scott Shannon

University of Florida

Pitt Maner

Geology

Stephanie Bishop

Florida Atlantic University

Ricardo Bastida

Geology

Andrea Ruane

Civil & Environmental
Engineering

Antonio Guillen

University of Florida

University of Central
Florida
Florida International
University

Mechanical and
Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering
Mechanical
Engineering

University of Florida

Cindy Eckert

Chemical Engineering

Florida Atlantic University

Gregory Sitomer

Ocean Engineering

Florida Atlantic University

Leah Richter

Civil and
Environmental
Engineering

Florida International
University
Florida International
University

Luis Guzman

Finance

Robert Daoust

Biology

University of North Florida Carly Varndell

Criminal Justice

Florida State University

Civil Engineering

University of Florida

Charles Wells
Christian Gyle

Civil Engineering

University of North Florida Clint Capps

Civil Engineering

University of Florida

Chemical Engineering

Diane Nguyen

Project
University of North Florida Frederick Schneader Construction
Management
Civial and Structural
University of Florida
Garrett Masiulis
Engineering

University of Florida

Thomas Christ

Environmental
Engineering

New College of Florida

Amy Coats

Chemistry

University of Florida
University of Florida

Hoa Nguyen

Civil Engineering

Florida State University

Aaron Henderson

Planning

Jack Hulsberg

Transportation
Engineering

Florida State University

Carly Foster

Urban and Regional
Planning
Political Science
Urban & Regional
Planning
Political Science

University of North Florida Joseph Schofield

Civil Engineering

University of Florida

Kenneth Richardson Environmental
Engineering

Florida State University

Edward Fernandez

University of Florida

Laurel Welch

Civil Engineering

Florida State University

Frank McColm

University of Florida

Michael Johnson

Civil Engineering

Florida State University

John Medlock Clay

University of Florida

Robert Fischer

Environmental
Science

Planning and Social
Science
Mechanical
Engineering

Florida State University

Joseph Applegate

Geology

University of Florida

Roman Blanco

Civil Engineering

Florida State University

Kevin Warner

University of Florida

Stephen Stewart

Landscape
Architecture

Civil and Chemical
Engineering

Florida State University

Matthew Morrow

English

University of Florida

Timothy Lease

Civil Engineering

Florida State University

Megan Bond

University of Florida

Wesley Markham

Florida State University

Michael Owen
O’Sullivan

Urban and Regional
Planning

University of Florida

Zachary Smith

Florida State University

Nicholas Fletcher

Environmental
Engineering

University of Central
Florida
University of Central
Florida

Alexis Stewart

Florida State University

Scott Sweeney

Creative Writing

University of Florida

Shekhar Melkote

Geology
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Dwayne Kreidler

Civil and
Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering

Geology
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State University System
(SUS) Institutions

ARCADIS/SUS
Associates to Project
Team Members

Discipline

State University System
(SUS) Institutions

ARCADIS/SUS
Associates to Project
Team Members

Discipline

Florida State University

Stephen Bedosky

Geology

University of South Florida Kimberly Oural

Chemical Engineering

Florida State University

Tommy Horton

University of South Florida Lynn Spivey

Chemical Engineering

University of Florida

Andrew Coleman

Business
Administration
Environmental
Engineering

University of South Florida Melvin Rivera

Geology

University of South Florida Andrew McManus

Geology

University of South Florida Michael Cook

Geology

University of South Florida Antonio Cardoso

Environmental
Engineering

University of South Florida Michael DeLoach

Chemical Engineering

University of Florida

Ben Foster

Geology

University of Florida

Civil Engineering

University of Florida

Brennen Zinckgraf

University of South Florida Raji Ravindran
University of Florida

Ryan McKenna

Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering

University of Florida

Samuel Rosania

Agricultural Science

Terri Ifland

Business
Administration
Environmental
EngineerIng

Peter Palmer

Florida State University

Chad Hanna

Geo-Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering

University of Florida

Dan Hains

Information Systems

Florida State University

University of South Florida Daniel Press

Geology

University of South Florida Timothy Terwilliger

University of Florida

Daria Navon

Florida International
University

University of Florida

David Cibik

Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering
Structural
Engineering
International
Business
Business
Administration

Romero
University of South Florida Camilo
Cotrino

University of South Florida Erik Dankerl
University of South Florida Franklin Wreath
University of South Florida Geesche Snider
University of South Florida Gustavo Suarez

Chemical and
Environmental
Engineering

University of South Florida Heather Pontikos

Communications

University of Florida

Natural Resources

Holly Nelson

University of South Florida Ifetayo Venner

Civil Engineering

University of South Florida James Lawson

Environmental Policy

University of South Florida Janette Wilson

Geography and
Geology

University of Florida

Javier Briz

Civil Engineering

University of Florida

John Pacifici

Environmental
Engineering

University of South Florida Jorge Ramirez

Civil Engineering

Florida International
University

Environmental
Engineer

Jose Polar

University of South Florida Kathleen Moran

Geology

University of Florida

Geology
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Kayla Zonnevylle

Vinay Nair

Civil Engineering

University of South Florida William Howell

Electrical

University of South Florida Zackary Vail
University of Florida

Anthony Michuda

Civil & Environmental
Engineering
Civil and Mechanical
Engineering

University of Florida

Brandon McBath

Geology

Florida Atlantic University

Douglas McGlone

Geology

Florida State University

Jason Pugsley

University of Florida

Kimberly Leser

Florida Atlantic University

Mallory Ott

Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Engineering
Environmental
Geoscience

Florida Atlantic University

Michael Black

Geology

University of Florida

Nichole Lynch-Cruz

Environmental
Science

Florida State University

Peter Cornais

Civil Engineering

University of South Florida Robert Crowell

Geology

Florida Atlantic University

Samantha Ciminello Civil Engineering

Florida Atlantic University

Sira Prinyavivatkul

Ocean Engineering

University of Florida

Steven Dean

University of South Florida Thomas Jensen

Mechanical
Engineering
Water Resource
Engineering

Florida Atlantic University

Hydrology

William Vogelsong
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Financial Status of Proposer
In accordance with the SUS ITN and as noted in Addendum 1, answer to Vendor Question 1, we
have included the appropriate three years of financial statements, as well as the cover page of
ARCADIS’ Dun and Bradstreet Risk Management Live Report for each year indicated. The cover
pages are presented below, followed by our confidential ARCADIS U.S. financial statements.

Printed By: ELLEN HOOPER
Date Printed:June 21, 2013

Live Report : ARCADIS U.S., INC.
D-U-N-S® Number: 08-150-9838
Trade Names: (FOREIGN PARENT IS ARCADIS N.V., ARNHEM, NETHERLANDS.)
Endorsement/Billing Reference: Ellen.Hooper@arcadis-us.com
Added to Portfolio:05/21/2009

D&B Address
Address 630 Plaza Dr Ste 200

Location Type Headquarters (Subsidiary)

Highlands Ranch,CO 80129

Web www.arcadis-us.com

Last View Date:05/22/2013
Endorsement :

Phone 720 344-3500

Ellen.Hooper@arcadisus.com

Fax 720-344-3535

Company Summary
Currency: Shown in USD unless otherwise indicated
Score Bar

D&B Company Overview

PAYDEX®

72

Commercial Credit Score Class

2

Financial Stress Score Class

2

This is a headquarters (subsidiary) location
Branch(es) or Division(s)
Y
exist

Credit Limit - D&B Conservative

400,000.00

D&B Rating

5A2

Detailed Trade Risk Insight™
Days Beyond Terms Past 3 Months

3

Days

Dollar-weighted average of 205 payment
experiences reported from 84 Companies

Chief Executive

JIM BARRETT, HR
DIR

Year Started

1957

Management Control

1993

Employees

5650 (300 Here)

Financing

SECURED

SIC

8748 , 8711

Line of business

Business
consulting svcs,
engineering
services

NAICS

541620

History Status

CLEAR

Company News

Recent Derogatory Events
Mar-13 Apr-13 May-13
Placed for Collection

-

-

-

Bad Debt Written Off

-

-

-

Total Amount Current & Past Due - 12 Month Trend

Today: Friday, June 21, 2013
ARCADIS Report: Construction Disputes
2013-06-19T06:04:29
EST in
6:04
AM-StreetInsider.com
Resolved in Less Time
U.S.
in 2012
ARCADIS Promotes Ten Staff Members To AVP,
2013-06-19T03:41:07
VP, And Senior VP EST 3:41 AM-Water Online
Survey: International Contract Disputes Take
2013-06-18T20:00:10
Longer to Resolve EST 8:00 PM-ENR
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ARCADIS U.S., INC.
D-U-N-S®

08-150-9838

Headquarters(Subsidiary)
630 Plaza Dr Ste 200,
Highlands Ranch, CO
80129
Website: www.arcadisus.com

Phone
Fax

720 344-3500
720-344-3535

Business Information Report
Purchase Date: 07/18/2012
Last Update Date: 07/16/2012
Attention: Mark Quilter

Executive Summary
Company Info
Year Started

1957

Control Year

1993

Trade Styles

(FOREIGN PARENT IS
ARCADIS N.V., ARNHEM,
NETHERLANDS.)

Employees
Employees Here

5,650

Sales (Financial Statement)

$1,296,156,000

300 at this location

Net Worth (Financial
Statement)

Working Capital

$237,899,000

156,503,000

As of 12/31/2011

D&B PAYDEX®

D&B Rating
D&B Rating

5A2

Financial Strength

Up to 24 month D&B PAYDEX

Up to 24 month
D&B PAYDEX

71

5A

$50 million and over

Up to 3 month D&B PAYDEX

Composite Credit Appraisal

2

Up to 3 month
D&B PAYDEX

71

Business Information

Business Information Report
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Technical Qualifications of Proposer
ARCADIS has assembled a comprehensive team of professionals with the expertise and
qualifications needed to address Disaster Management and Debris Monitoring Services presented in
Appendices V and VII, outlined in the SUS Disaster Recovery Operations ITN for the State University
System. We provide response, recovery, mitigation and preparedness experts with many years
of experience, assisting both local and state government entities. Our assistance to these clients
includes:

The HaulPass®
System,
developed by
ARCADIS, is the
industry standard
for accounting of
debris eligible for
federal assistance
through FEMA.

•
•
•

program management
risk assessment and vulnerability analysis

loss avoidance assessments
loss avoidance methodology development

disaster related financial management
grant application development and
management

mitigation project identification and
prioritization

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

hazard mitigation strategy
training and exercises
emergency operations plan development

Our team also consists of program experts in the FEMA programs, with years of experience assisting
public entities with;
• response

•
•
•

long-term recovery
emergency management planning
program management

•
•
•

risk and vulnerability assessments
project identification and prioritization
grant application development and
management

ARCADIS Emergency Management and Security Unit (EM&S Unit) provides long-term strategies
to reduce disaster losses and improve disaster impact prevention planning. We have a dedicated,
robust and professional debris monitoring staff who demonstrates industry leading innovation.
ARCADIS also holds an Advanced Contracting Initiative (ACI) with USACE to provide Automated
Debris Management Systems (ADMS) in support of USACE post disaster debris operations. This
system, also known as, HaulPass®, developed by ARCADIS, is the industry standard for accounting
for debris eligible for federal assistance through the FEMA Public Assistance Grant Program and all
parallel federal programs.
We have provided services to the Florida Division of Emergency Management for the past five
years in developing and supporting the Statewide Mitigation Programs. These programs include the
Enhanced Statewide Mitigation Plan, all Mitigation Grant Programs, the National Flood Insurance
Program, statewide economic analysis, statewide loss and cost avoidance analysis and statewide
hazards identification and vulnerability analysis and planning.
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Our team has extensive knowledge and experience in delivering
services as identified in the Disaster Management Consultant
Services and Debris Monitoring scopes of service as noted in the

Disaster Management Consultant Services
ARCADIS provides a full range of risk assessment services to

ITN and will provide exemplary service to the State University

support projects, balancing the needs of the environment, the

System. Our emergency management sector provides long-

community and our clients’ business. This balance is key for our

term strategies to reduce disaster losses and improve disaster
planning.
ARCADIS has completed over 120 risk assessment and
vulnerability analyses in the United States in recent years
and continues to assist clients in implementing risk reduction
measures. We also provide expertise in obtaining post-disaster
federal funding to offset the cost of the improvements.

client’s long-term financial success. Our risk experts provide
innovative strategies to identify our clients’ overall liabilities as
they relate to disaster management.

Program Management/Procurement
ARCADIS understands that successful project execution
requires the requisite technical expertise, financial resources,
and the organizational commitment to fulfill all technical

Our complete cadre of services in the Emergency Management

roles in a dedicated, proficient manner at the highest level of

arena includes the activities listed in figure E1 below.

professional and technical involvement. Our team’s experience

Figure E1

Emergency Management Services

























Consensus building and dispute resolution
Risk modeling
Hazard mitigation and post disaster planning

with federal disaster relief programs and project implementation
provides assurance that projects are completed with a focus on
strategies to maximize federal and state cost reimbursement.
The professional Program Management and Construction
Management (PMCM) Division of ARCADIS is a leading provider
of program, project and construction management and claims

National disaster response services

consulting services to public sector clients throughout the United

Disaster recovery services

States. PMCM has successfully completed more than 15,000

Disaster debris management services
Training and exercises
Strategic and emergency plan development
Loss avoidance methodology development and analysis
Operations review and SOP development
Land use and strategic planning
Historical and environmental evaluations

projects with a combined value exceeding $30 billion and has
managed significant projects throughout the United States that
have ranged in scope up to $2 billion. This experience provides
unparalleled levels of depth and expertise to our project teams.

Emergency Management Financial Services
ARCADIS has provided financial consulting services to its
clients, as an integral part of disaster management consulting.
Our proven experience with technical disaster recovery and

Hazard mitigation assistance program development and support

strategy development and implementation maximizes disaster

Man-made and cyber hazards

assistance for clients. We understand the dynamics of disaster

Security assessment and design
Risk assessment and vulnerability analysis and mapping
GIS and Hazus analysis
Site assessments, including community building stock, critical
facilities and infrastructure
Public participation and community outreach
Engineering services (civil, environmental, water/wastewater)
Economic impact analysis
Loss avoidance assessment
Safe growth management
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recovery financial planning, resource allocation, as well as the
need for financial stability. We have extensive experience in
representing clients’ costs to federal agencies and throughout
the life cycle of disaster management. Team staff have
coordinated state and federal audit resolutions as well as
handled appeals processes for our clients.
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Asset Management

beginning of a project. The CEF is used to develop the cost

Our work in asset management includes the execution of
projects in operations monitoring, analysis and enhancement;
infrastructure condition assessment and the development of
asset failure models; information technology integration and GIS;
performance measure creation; and performance management
system implementation.

estimate for the project and the estimate is then used as the
basis for obligating funds. ARCADIS has experience with and will
utilize the FEMA developed CEF as outlined by the FEMA Public
Assistance Grant Program Policy and Guidance, to include the
directives and tools in the CEF Standard Operating Procedure
and the CEF for Large Projects. FEMA and other available tools
may be utilized to include, but not be limited to:

Event Response and Recovery Services
Natural and man-made events can result in property damage,

•
•

health and safety concerns, and in some instances, community
concerns. The successful management of events depends
on the rapid assessment of the risk
to people and property, followed by
immediate and ongoing response and
recovery operations.
ARCADIS has the expertise to work
with the first responders to assess,
advise and react to the event, to design
and implement immediate post-event
assessments and to conduct scientific
and engineering evaluations, to

FEMA Mitigation Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) Toolkit
HAZUS 2.1 - FEMA’s methodology for estimating potential
losses

•

Community Rating System Coordinators Manual (FIA15/2007)

• State and Local Target Capabilities
ARCADIS has experience
List (TLC)
with and will utilize the FEMA • FEMA Local Multi-hazard Mitigation
developed CEF as outlined by Planning Guidance
the FEMA Public Assistance
Quality Assurance/Quality
Grant Program Policy and
Control (QA/QC) for Disaster
Management
Guidance.
The ARCADIS QA/QC protocols follow

understand and evaluate the lasting
effects of them and reduce the severity
of future events. In addition, accurately capturing and assessing
damages is vital to ensuring complete cost reimbursement.
We supplement our post-event services with a wide range of
pre-event services to help our clients prevent, or at least be be
prepared, for an event..

•
•
•

Contingency planning
Risk management
Emergency response management, planning, training and
exercising

•
•

improve. Our QA/QC review procedures set management and
quality processes into motion before project work begins. All
lessons learned and systematic improvements discovered in this
process are immediately shared with the entire program through
the optimization process remaining flexible to quickly address
changes in circumstances.
ARCADIS assigns a key staff member to be the QA/QC manager
at the onset of the project. Sam Rosania the project’s Quality
Assurance lead, assists the project manager to determine
data quality objectives, metrics, and the technical path to

Spill prevention planning

achieve these. Maintaining a high level of communication

Business continuity and crisis management planning,

between offices is done through our multiple electronic means

training and exercising

•
•
•

the path of; define, plan, control and

Data management/database implementation
Rapid impact quantification
24-hour stand-by task force teams

FEMA Tools and Requirements

of exchanging project documents and information: e-mail,
file transfer protocol (FTP), etc. ARCADIS will also use webbased project management tools such as Microsoft SharePoint
or Basecamp to coordinate the work of the Team. The staff
is accustomed to working across discipline, business and
geographic lines to achieve successful project results for our
clients. In the services included in this proposal, we demonstrate

FEMA developed the Cost Estimating Format (CEF) to provide

ARCADIS’ ability to manage projects of similar size, scope and

applicants with a better representation of actual costs at the

complexity.
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Debris Monitoring

contract parameters, vehicle specifications and debris removal

As evidenced in the ITN services requested, disaster debris

system become available almost immediately through an easily

management and removal operations

and management efforts. Data collected in the HaulPass®
accessible secure web portal.

consist of a variety of tasks related to
The HaulPass® system is supported

assessment, debris collection, transport,

in the field by our experienced debris

processing and disposal of debris

monitoring team and has proven

resulting from a hurricane or other type

successful in multiple deployments, with

of disaster. Although there are similarities

a proven history of FEMA reimbursement

between events, each provides its

and as a recognized method of data

own set of extraordinary challenges.

collection for disaster debris monitoring.

The debris removal and management

HaulPass® was validated by the United

operations for the SUS would typically

States Army Corps of Engineers

be provided using a variety of means,

(USACE) in June 2008 in response

including debris contractors, quality

to ADMS requirements in the USACE

assurance support contractors, SUS

Advance Contract Initiative (ACI), was

personnel and personnel on assignment
from other local agencies.
ARCADIS has completed disaster recovery and debris
management projects totaling more than 30 million cubic yards
and has overseen the management of over $1 billion in federal
reimbursements resulting from disaster recovery operations. We
approach and measure our success by 1) Driving the recovery

the only system to have been offered by
all respondents in all 11 Regions under the ACI program, and the
only ADMS to be validated by the USACE.
The HaulPass® approach utilizes a credit card size plastic card
that has a small programmable memory chip.

•

When a debris contractor vehicle is certified, the vehicle

efforts to achieve the quickest and most efficient cleanup; and

driver is issued a HaulPass® card with the vehicle

2) Maximizing the receipt of reimbursements for expenses

certification number (i.e., the placard number) embedded

incurred. This is accomplished by the use of technology, efficient

and encrypted on the HaulPass®. The debris contractor is

information management and deployment of an experienced

responsible for their HaulPass® and if lost or damaged is

debris monitoring team.

required to be recertified to receive a new card.

Debris Monitoring with HaulPass®

•

The debris load site monitor (i.e., QA Field Monitor) is
issued a unique identification number which is embedded

ARCADIS has vast experience in all aspects of the services

and encrypted on their Smart Card (QA Monitor Card), as

requested by the SUS, and those services are all part of our

well as a GPS enabled handheld unit with a Smart Card

standard disaster preparedness, response and recovery

reader. The QA Field Monitor would use his/her card to sign-

operations for our clients.

in to the PDA each morning.

The key component to our Debris Monitoring approach for our
clients is the use of our patented and exclusive automated
debris data management system (ADMS), HaulPass®, a Smart
Card data capture and management system that completely
eliminates the need for paper (manual) load tickets during a
debris removal mission. HaulPass® is the only tested, proven,
paperless and reimbursed automated debris data management
system available. Through the use of mobile data capture
technology and encrypted smart cards, HaulPass® establishes
a secure data environment for collection and management of
critical information on the prime contractor, subcontractors,

•

In addition, each debris disposal site is equipped with a
printer and handheld unit. The PDA has a Smart Card
reader which reads the HaulPass® and prints hard copies of
the debris load ticket for the vehicle driver, debris contractor
and the SUS. Each debris site monitor (QA Tower Monitor)
will also be issued a unique identification number which
is embedded and encrypted on their Smart Card. The QA
Tower Monitor will use their card to sign-in to the Tower PDA
each morning and sign-out each evening.

In general, the HaulPass® approach works as follows. The debris
contractor presents their HaulPass® to the QA Field Monitor.
The QA Field Monitor places the HaulPass® in the card reader to
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“write a ticket” onto the HaulPass®. By doing this, the HaulPass®
has the date, time, QA’s name and GPS location embedded on
the card. The QA Field Monitor then returns the HaulPass® to the
debris contractor so that the driver can proceed to the disposal
site to dump their load. Upon arrival at the disposal site, the
debris contractor provides the HaulPass® to the QA Tower
Monitor who then inserts the card into the Smart Card reader
enabled PDA. The debris contractor’s certification number is

contractors, and total volume delivered to the disposal site.
The Event Manager application is also a map based GIS
application. GIS provides the user with the ability to interact
with load tickets, debris sites, contractors, field QAs, etc. on a
geographic basis. For example, one layer in the GIS presents
all debris sites, another presents all load tickets and a third layer
is capable of displaying loads by contractor and subcontractor.
Each of these layers has associated

read from the HaulPass® and the

map-based and tabular reports

vehicle’s information appears on the
PDA screen, including a picture of the
certified vehicle, to verify the placard
number and that no alterations have
been made to the vehicle. Upon
verification of vehicle information, the
QA Tower Monitor enters the debris
load type and percent full. A load ticket

attached to it to enable the user

Our approach entirely eliminates
manual data entry on paper
load tickets and data entry into a
spreadsheet commonly required
of FEMA and State auditors.

contractor deployments, completeness
of debris pick-up, etc.
While we encourage the use of our
innovative HaulPass® System, our
approach to debris recovery operations
is flexible, and we will adapt to your

is then printed for the vehicle driver
and, simultaneously, the HaulPass

to make decisions with respect to

needs in terms of the level and type of

®

support needed should you elect not to

card is erased with the exception of
the contractor certification information. The HaulPass card is

utilize our ADMS system.

then returned to the debris contractor driver for use on the next

In general, our approach includes the key elements described in

load.

the following paragraphs.

This approach entirely eliminates manual data entry on paper

Pre-Event Actions

®

load tickets and data entry into a spreadsheet commonly
required of FEMA and State auditors.
Once the debris disposal site has closed operations for the
day, the data gathered from the QA Tower Monitor handheld
is uploaded to the Event Manager application, which provides
graphical and tabular reporting of the day’s events. The
Event Manager application is designed to fully automate
many of the paper-based time intensive processes required
to maintain debris record keeping and accounting operations.
The HaulPass® system is a distributed suite of applications

Upon award of the contract, ARCADIS will meet with key
members of the SUS’s team to review their existing plans and
procedures as well as to provide an introduction of our protocols,
standard operating procedures (SOP), services and equipment
(e.g., forester stump tapes, GPS handhelds, GPS/cellular
phone/scanner, satellite phones, PCs, laptops, etc.) that are
available for use in the event of a disaster. Our key project team
members will participate in this meeting, and will establish lines
of communication with the SUS key team members.

designed to perform as a central office data repository enabling

Our approach is to obtain “the lay of the land” well before an

new and/or revised information to be distributed to various

event makes landfall. We will work together with the SUS to

agencies, contractors, or the public. The Event Manager has

determine its specific needs in any given event scenario. As

been designed from the ground up as a web-based application

part of the initial meeting, we will work closely with the SUS to

and therefore can be made available to any hardware platform

create a list of action items and schedule for implementing any

capable of running Microsoft Internet Explorer browser. Access

prioritized action items (e.g., CEMP, COOP and DMP plans

to the system is rigidly controlled through role based security.

or plan revisions, SOPs, debris load tickets, contractor truck

Data encryption algorithms are used at numerous places

placards, certification forms, etc.).

throughout the application to protect sensitive data. It delivers

In addition, we will:

various tabular reports such as daily debris volume totals,
number of Load Tickets produced, volume of debris hauled by

•

attend the annual pre-hurricane annual meeting with each
SUS institution and its contracted debris removal team
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•

prior to May 1st of each year to discuss all preparedness

assessment and coordination for the necessary resources and

activities;

assets that are required to fulfill the SUS’s requirements. If

prepare a staffing table based upon storm severity and

desired, a member(s) of this team will reside with the SUS

debris estimations;

•

coordinate with the SUS’s Information Services Department
for confirmation of current interfacing data;

•

attend any hurricane preparedness meetings depending
upon forecasting cone predictions;

•

institution during storm landfall at the SUS emergency operations
center or other designated facility. This individual is equipped
with satellite and cellular phones so they can communicate at
the earliest possible time following landfall.
We follow-up on our first response assessment team with
personnel from a “ready-list” of staff from our

continue coordination with FEMA

www.debrismonitors.com database that are

regarding updated reimbursement and

from surrounding communities, from local

ADMS policies, as may be applicable;

•

subcontractors (if required), and from our

assess any identified Debris Management

regional and national offices to “fill the gaps”

Site(s) for regulatory compliance and

until such time as we can provide local staff to

operational sufficiency.

fulfill the assignment.

Notwithstanding the actions we undertake

In the event of a storm affecting any SUS

routinely prior to an event, we will establish a

institution, we will mobilize four equipment

“forward point of contact” to be deployed with

certification specialists, ten load site monitors

the SUS institutions in the period immediately
prior to any impending hurricane landfall
in order for us to react quickly following the event. We will
distribute a list of key personnel (Contact List) that can readily
communicate 365 days a year. In the event of a disaster, we
will work hand-in-hand with the SUS institutions to provide
assistance as necessitated by the event.

Mobilization Plan
Our mobilization plan is based on our experience with disaster
recovery over the last 20 years. We have incorporated the
lessons learned from past disasters into our plan for this
contract. For this assignment our primary base of operations
will either be a satellite office, established following an event,
or mobile command centers (RV’s) as the need arises, with
auxiliary support from our nearby office location.
We clearly understand the range of challenges when working in
a disaster affected area, including those associated with staffing,

and four Debris Management Site (DMS)
monitors within 24 hours of the all clear. Additional mobilization
and staffing will be evaluated and updated constantly and
in coordination with the Debris Contractor’s established
mobilization plans based upon the nature and severity of the
event.

Debris Estimation
Debris estimation is critical to determining the type and size of
the clean-up operation. Typically, we evaluate the potential area
to be impacted prior to an event and gather relevant information
regarding age, elevation and type of facility. Then base our
damage and debris estimations upon aerial, topographical,
computer modeling and visual reconnaissance of the affected
area compared to pre-event conditions. Within 24 hours of
the all clear, we will provide debris estimates and a specific
monitoring staffing plan for SUS review and approval.

lodging, vehicles, power outages, communications, fuel, as well

Equipment Certification

as food and consumables.

ARCADIS has an experienced and fully dedicated equipment

Post-Event Actions

certification team prepared to deploy immediately following an
event and investigate potential equipment certification site(s),

ARCADIS maintains a core group of disaster response and

establish the certification site(s), oversee certification operations,

recovery personnel capable of immediate deployment to a

certify equipment and provide accurate record keeping that

disaster affected area (usually within less than 4 hours). This

maximizes reimbursement. We have established a protocol for

team consists of a project manager, an operations manager

equipment certification operations utilizing, digital photography,

and between 6 to 12 specialists that provide the initial needs

duplicate certification forms and assigning globally unique,
32-character identification of each vehicle to eliminate potential
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Further, ARCADIS’ equipment certification team will conduct

DMS Monitoring

random audits of contractor vehicles and trailers to ensure the

DMS Monitoring, debris contractor administration and debris

payload volume is consistent with the certification. We maintain
strict policies regarding such certifications to discourage any
intentional manipulation.

Operations / Maintenance (OM) and Reporting

recovery operations management revolves around picking up
the debris and, most importantly, managing the volumes of
information that is generated by this task. We provide DMS
monitors who have extensive experience in DMS monitoring
activities and have worked with us on numerous disaster

Our experienced staff will provide feedback to the SUS

recovery events. Our monitors are trained to verify the truck

on recovery efforts, hauling contractor performance, DMS

volume, accurately complete the load ticket, document daily

Contractor performance and overall debris recovery program

volumes managed, and observe contractor activities.

efforts, including suggestions to minimize impacts to
infrastructure and minimize restoration costs following the

Debris Monitoring Quality Control

event. ARCADIS will provide daily reporting to document each

As previously discussed, one of our primary objectives is

day’s activities. Typical Daily Reports contain

to ensure that the SUS receives all of the

the following information but can be easily

reimbursement funds to which it is entitled.

customized to address all the SUS’s daily/

This requires a strict Quality Control

weekly/monthly informational needs:

approach both in the field operations and

•

in data management. ARCADIS employs a

daily and cumulative debris volumes

number of procedures throughout the debris

collected by debris type

•

management effort to achieve our objective

daily and cumulative debris volumes

of maximizing reimbursement. Typical

hauled out by type

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

procedures include initial and regular follow-up

staffing levels, by role

meetings with FEMA supervisors to confirm

debris contractor activities

their requirements, area supervisors that

meeting summaries, notable events

monitor field and DMS operations, frequent

weekly and monthly total debris program cost estimates
equipment certification totals
daily inventory of equipment and crews being deployed
equipment audits

ticket collection and audits to be sure all necessary information
is being collected, including locations, and frequent audit of data
entry (if applicable).
ARCADIS typically conducts random audits of contractor
vehicles and trailers to ensure the payload volume is consistent

data entry statistics

with the Certification placard. We maintain strict policies

environmental monitoring activities

regarding such certifications to discourage any intentional

damage complaint status

manipulation.

Preliminary production reports will be provided by noon of the

Further, we manage the debris contractor pursuant to the SUS

following workday. The reports are cumulative so the SUS will

and contractor’s agreement, acting as the owner’s agent.

have ongoing, accurate debris totals to assess the efficiency of
their debris removal efforts.

Load Site Monitoring

DMS Environmental Monitoring
Where requested, ARCADIS conducts environmental
assessments at DMSs to document the conditions before, during

Our Load Site monitors are trained prior to deployment, in order

and after use for debris management activities. In these cases,

to ensure the complete, accurate and legible completion of

we typically perform a baseline inspection consisting of photo

tickets during the loading of trucks. Our training also includes

documentation and a written record of existing conditions prior

safety concerns’, eligibility requirements specific to the local,

to any mobilization of equipment or placement of material. We

state and federal requirements, and debris contractor monitoring

also conduct observations periodically throughout the period

procedures.

debris is collected, stored, processed, removed from the site,
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and site restoration is completed. Following debris operations,

contractors such as Phillips and Jordan, Grubbs, AshBritt,

ARCADIS prepares a DMS closure report documenting the site

Crowder Gulf, Bamaco, SRS, DRC and D&J Enterprises. In

conditions upon closure. This closeout report compares baseline

addition, we have monitored scores of local contractors and

and closure environmental conditions including a comparison

subcontractors from the Texas Gulf Coast to the New Jersey

of analytical data collected and visual comparisons. If required,

Shore. We have monitored debris removal operations as small

we conduct both baseline and closure groundwater and soil

as 40,000 cubic yards up to 26,000,000 cubic yards as a result

sampling to document conditions prior to and after debris

of Hurricane Katrina.

management activities and establish whether the DMS was
adversely impacted by debris management activities. Further,
aerial photography may be provided to document overall site
activities throughout the debris management operations.

Damage Claim Assessments
Debris contractors work to restore the area as quickly and safely
as possible using equipment not designated for residential
use. Despite their best efforts, it is possible that some property
damage may occur while debris removal takes place. Assisting
the SUS representative who receives residents’ damage

We meet daily with debris removal contractor representatives
to organize and schedule daily removal and DMS activities. If
private property debris removal and/or demolition of privately
owned structures is/are authorized we work hand-in-hand with
the debris removal contractors to identify site-specific scopes
of work and ensure the work is accurately documented. We
review all contractor invoices for accuracy and consistency
with HaulPass® data and reconcile any discrepancies to ensure
maximization of the SUS’s reimbursement from federal and state
agencies.

representative. ARCADIS establishes contacts with the resident

Experience with Federal Reimbursement Programs
and Funding Eligibility

and contractor to ensure timely resolution of these incidents. We

ARCADIS has assisted many clients with debris management

visit and document the claims and create an interactive project

operations and has provided assistance with Federal Emergency

website and database for claims tracking. The website provides

Management Agency (FEMA) reimbursements and appeals

for real time documentation of the actions taken towards claim

following a natural disaster. Some of our disaster consulting/

resolution. ARCADIS follows up with the resident to make sure

debris management and FEMA reimbursement clients include:

communications are clear between the two parties. ARCADIS

US Army Corps of Engineers (AL, LA, MS); Solid Waste Authority

also provides follow up phone calls or site inspections to confirm

Palm Beach County, FL; Hillsborough County, FL; Sarasota

the signature of work performed and a signed affidavit is in fact

County, FL; Erie County, NY; City of Daytona Beach, FL; and

that of the resident’s.

City of Buffalo, NY.

Experience with Debris Removal Contractors

As part of our standard services for the SUS, we will review all

ARCADIS has a long history and track record of monitoring the

hauler invoices and make recommendations to the SUS related

claims, ARCADIS, if requested, takes on the role of the SUS’s

debris management activities of multiple debris contractors.
We monitored the cleanup provided by nationally recognized
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Pricing for Applicable Labor
ARCADIS has developed a pricing structure for Disaster Management Consulting and Disaster
Debris Removal Services, which streamline both administrative efforts as well as SUS efforts. All
costs for travel and subsistence will be recovered by the rates proposed. All personnel safety and
other equipment needed for this project will similarly be recovered within the rate structure proposed.
Our exclusive patented HaulPass® software and equipment will be provided with the rate structure
proposed. We will not invoice for technology charges (PC and reproduction).

Table B1. Price Sheet For Consultant Services: Regular Labor Hours
EMPLOYEE
CLASSIFICATION

#
Available

Hourly Rate

Principal

* Refer to statement below

$200

Project Supervisor

* Refer to statement below

$155

Project Coordinator

* Refer to statement below

$125

Administrative / Support / Data Entry

* Refer to statement below

$70

*Post-event emergency management activities and staffing levels are dictated by the nature
and severity of an event or impact. ARCADIS’ extensive experience in post-disaster resource
management repeatedly meets the demands of emergency management operations of all sizes. Our
demonstrated experience ensures rapid mobilization and prompt, professional service for our clients.
Detailed staffing tables are prepared based upon storm severity and debris estimations.

Table B2. Price Sheet For Consultant Services: Overtime Labor Hours
EMPLOYEE
CLASSIFICATION

#
Available

Hourly Rate

Principal

* Refer to statement below

$200

Project Supervisor

* Refer to statement below

$155

Project Coordinator

* Refer to statement below

$125

Administrative / Support / Data Entry

* Refer to statement below

$70

*Post-event emergency management activities and staffing levels are dictated by the nature
and severity of an event or impact. ARCADIS’ extensive experience in post-disaster resource
management repeatedly meets the demands of emergency management operations of all sizes. Our
demonstrated experience ensures rapid mobilization and prompt, professional service for our clients.
Detailed staffing tables are prepared based upon storm severity and debris estimations.
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Table D1. Price Sheet For Debris Monitoring Contractor Personnel: Regular Labor Hours
#
Available

Hourly Rate

Project Manager

* Refer to statement below

$135

Field Supervisor

* Refer to statement below

$68

Field Monitor

* Refer to statement below

$48

TSDR Site Monitor

* Refer to statement below

$48

Debris Site Security

* Refer to statement below

$45

Data Entry

* Refer to statement below

$35

PERSONNEL
CLASSIFICATION

*Post-event emergency management activities and staffing levels are dictated by the nature and severity of an event or impact.
ARCADIS’ extensive experience in post-disaster resource management repeatedly meets the demands of emergency management
operations of all sizes. Our demonstrated experience ensures rapid mobilization and prompt, professional service for our clients.
Detailed staffing tables are prepared based upon storm severity and debris estimations.

Table D2. Price Sheet For Debris Monitoring Contractor Personnel: Overtime Labor Hours
#
Available

Hourly Rate

Project Manager

* Refer to statement below

$135

Field Supervisor

* Refer to statement below

$68

Field Monitor

* Refer to statement below

$48

TSDR Site Monitor

* Refer to statement below

$48

Debris Site Security

* Refer to statement below

$45

Data Entry

* Refer to statement below

$35

PERSONNEL
CLASSIFICATION

Post-event emergency management activities and staffing levels are dictated by the nature and severity of an event or impact.
ARCADIS’ extensive experience in post-disaster resource management repeatedly meets the demands of emergency management
operations of all sizes. Our demonstrated experience ensures rapid mobilization and prompt, professional service for our clients.
Detailed staffing tables are prepared based upon storm severity and debris estimations.
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Pricing for Applicable Equipment
This section is not applicable to our proposal.
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Equipment Availability
This section is not applicable to our proposal.
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Required Documents
On the subsequent pages of this section you will find the required documents as noted in the ITN,
including Attachments II, III, IV and Contractual Services Acknowledgement Form. Additionally you
will find the Addendum I issued on June 21, 2013. All of these documents have been executed in
accordance with the requirements of the ITN.
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APPENDIX III
CERTIFICATE OF NON-SEGREGATED FACILITIES
We,______________________________________________________________________
certify to the
ARCADIS US, INC.
University of Central Florida that we do not and will not maintain or provide for our employees any segregated
facilities at any of our establishments, and that we do not and will not permit our employees to perform their
services, under our control, where segregated facilities are maintained. We understand and agree that a breach
of this certification is a violation of the Equal Opportunity clause required by Executive order 11246 of 24
September 1965.
As used in this certification, the term "segregated facilities" means any waiting rooms, work areas, rest rooms
and wash room, restaurants and other eating areas, time clocks, locker rooms and other storage or dressing
areas, parking lots, drinking fountains, recreation or entertainment areas, transportation and housing facilities
provided for employees which are segregated by explicit directive or are in fact segregated on the basis of race,
creed, color or national origin, because of habit, local custom or otherwise.
We, further, agree that (except where we have obtained identical certifications from offered subcontractors for
specific time periods) we will obtain identical certifications from offered subcontractors prior to the award of
subcontracts exceeding $10,000 which are not exempt from the provisions of the Equal Opportunity Clause;
that we will retain such certification in our files; and that we will forward the following notice to such offered
subcontractors (except where the offered subcontractors have submitted certifications for specific time periods):
NOTE TO PROSPECTIVE SUBCONTRACTORS OR REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATIONS OF
NON-SEGREGATED FACILITIES. A Certificate of Non-segregated Facilities, as required by the 9 May 1967
order on Elimination of Segregated Facilities, by the Secretary of Labor (32 Fed. Reg. 7439, 19 May 1967),
must be submitted prior to the award of a sub-contract exceeding $10,000 which is not exempt from the
provisions of the Equal Opportunity clause. The certification may be submitted either for each sub-contract or
for all subcontracts during a period (i.e. quarterly, semiannually, or annually).
NOTE: Whoever knowingly and willfully makes any false, fictitious, or fraudulent representation may
be liable to criminal prosecution under 18 U.S.C. 1001.

APPENDIX III
CERTIFICATE OF NON-SEGREGATED FACILITIES
SUBPART - CONTRACTOR'S AGREEMENTS
Except in contracts exempted in accordance with Section 204 of this Order, all
SEC. 202.
Government contracting agencies shall include in every Government contract hereafter entered
into the following provisions:
During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows:
(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The contractor will take affirmative
action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during
employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Such action
shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment, upgrading demotion, or
transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other
forms of compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The contractor
agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment,
notices to be provided by the contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this
nondiscrimination clause.
(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
(3) The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which the
contractor has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice,
to be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the labor union or worker's
representative of the contractor's commitments under Section 202 of Executive Order No.
11246 of September 24, 1965, and shall post copies of notice in conspicuous places available
to employees and applicants for employment.
(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 of September
24, 1965 and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.
(5) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by Executive Order No.
11246 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary of
Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access to his books, records, and accounts by the
contracting agency and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain
compliance with such rules, regulations and orders.
(6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance with the nondiscrimination clauses of this
contract or with any of such rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be canceled,
terminated, or suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may be declared ineligible for
further Government contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order

4. PRICES, TERMS AND PAYMENT: Firm prices shall be negotiated and
include all services rendered to the purchaser.
(a) DISCOUNTS: Cash discount for prompt payment shall not be considered
in determining the lowest net cost for offer evaluation purposes.
(b) MISTAKES: Offerers are expected to examine the conditions, scope of
work, offer prices, extensions, and all instructions pertaining to the services
involved. Failure to do so will be at the offerer’s risk.
(c) INVOICING AND PAYMENT : All vendors must have on file a properly
executed W-9 form with their Federal Employer Identification Number prior to
payment processing.
Vendors shall submit properly certified original invoices to the appropriate
SUS institution with which they are contracted with. For UCF, please
send to:
Finance & Accounting
12424 Research Parkway, Suite 300
Orlando, Florida 32726-3249
Invoices for payment shall be submitted in sufficient detail for a proper pre-audit
and post audit. Prices on the invoices shall be in accordance with the price
stipulated in the contract at the time the order is placed. Invoices shall
reference the applicable contract and/or purchase order numbers. Invoices for
any travel expenses shall be submitted in accordance with the State of Florida
travel rates at or below those specified in Section 112.061, Florida Statutes and
applicable UCF policies. Travel Reimbursement must be made using the UCF
Voucher for Reimbursement of Traveling Expenses available on the web at
http://www.fa.ucf.edu/forms/forms.cfm#.
Final payment shall not be made until after the contract is complete unless the
University has agreed otherwise.
Interest Penalties: Vendor interest penalty payment requests will be reviewed
by the UCF ombudsman whose decision will be final.
Vendor Ombudsman: A vendor ombudsman position has been established
within the University of Central Florida Division of Finance & Accounting.
Vendors contracting with other universities within the SUS will contact the
designated Vendor Ombudsman for that particular agency. It is the duty of this
individual to act as an advocate for vendors who may be experiencing
problems in obtaining timely payments(s) from the University. The Vendor
Ombudsman for UCF can be contacted at (407) 882-1040; or by mail at the
address in paragraph 4, (c) above.
The ombudsman shall review the circumstances surrounding non-payment to:
•
•
•

determine if an interest payment amount is due;
calculate the amount of the payment; and
ensure timely processing and submission of the payment request in
accordance with University policy.

ADDENDUM
IMPORTANT DOCUMENT – INVITATION TO NEGOTIATE ADDENDUM

ITN NUMBER: 1228LCSA

OPENING DATE & TIME: July 10, 2013 @ 2:00pm

ITN TITLE: SUS DISASTER RECOVERY OPERATIONS
ADDENDUM NUMBER:

1

ADDENDUM DATE: 6/21/13

Purpose of the addendum is to provide answers to questions asked during the
open question period (BELOW).
Some of the answers refer back to pages in the ITN doc. For reference, interested parties can
obtain a copy of the bid document at the following web address, if you haven’t already.
http://www.purchasing.ucf.edu/bids/index.asp

PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM AND RETURN IT WITH
YOUR BID. FAILURE TO SIGN AND RETURN WITH YOUR BID COULD RESULT IN
REJECTION OF YOUR BID.

__________________________
PROPOSERS SIGNATURE

Edward Balchon
_________________________________
PRINT OR TYPE PROPOSER’S NAME

ARCADIS US, INC.
__________________________
COMPANY NAME

edward.balchon@arcadi-us.com
__________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS
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Education:
Graduate studies in M.Sc.,
Agricultural/Biological
Engineering - University of
Tennessee
BS Plant Pathology University
of FL

Years of Experience:
34

Special Recognition:
Board of County Commissions,
Lee County, FL - Recycling,
Program Recognition Award
(1991)
NREP Program Management,
Award for McKay Bay RTE
Retrofit Project (2003)
Region IV, - United States
Environmental Protection
Agency - Administrative
Award, Recycling Program
Achievements (1991)

Societies:
Keep Lee County, Florida
Beautiful, Honorary Lifetime
Membership
National Recycling Coalition
National Registry of
Environmental Professionals
(NREP)
Recycle Florida Today, Inc.
Solid Waste Association of
North America

Samuel Rosania
Principal-In-Charge / Quality Assurance
Mr. Rosania has over 34 years of experience related to public health, solid and hazardous
waste management operations and serves as Program Director for ARCADIS’ national Disaster
Preparedness and Recovery Practice, which includes the industry leading automated debris
management system, HaulPass®. .
Mr. Rosania also serves as Managing Director of Rostan Solutions, LLC, a subsidiary company of
ARCADIS U.S., Inc. created to focus on disaster response and recovery projects. He is an expert in
hurricane pre- and post-event planning and recovery, from the public and private perspective, having
managed numerous planning and recovery projects throughout the United States.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
City of Coral Springs: Training and Exercises Project / Coral Springs FL. Principal responsible
for the planning, training, exercising, and preparation for any potential deployment and management
of disaster response and recovery team in support of debris monitoring service for the City. Activities
included coordination with the City staff and Disaster Recovery Service provider, pre-hurricane
annual meeting preparation and facilitation, customer service training, HaulPass® demonstration
and training, table top exercise development and facilitation, attendance at hurricane preparedness
meetings and general logistical coordination and preparation of standby team when the City was
within a five or three day forecasting cone.
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection – Hurricane Sandy. Project Principal
responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support
for debris management services for 17 municipalities in the State of New Jersey. Served as main
point of contact with the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and provided quality
assurance for all debris management operations in the state.
USACE Kansas City District/Joplin, MO Tornado 2011/HaulPass® System. Project Principal
responsible for deployment of the HaulPass® Automated Debris Management System. The USACE
was assigned a mission to oversee debris recovery operations following the devastating tornado
that impacted the Joplin, MO area in April 2011. The USACE selected the HaulPass® System for
tracking all debris removal field data to streamline its recovery efforts. The HaulPass® System was
successfully utilized to track the removal of debris from public rights-of-way and private property
throughout the area.
James City County: Disaster Debris Management / Hurricane Irene/ VA. Project Principal
responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support
of debris management services for James City County, VA following Hurricane Irene. Provided
oversight of right-of-way debris collection, removal of hazardous leaning tress and hanging limbs,
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and stumps utilizing the HaulPass® System.

Erie County Department of Public Works: Debris

City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / April

Management / Buffalo NY. Following the devastating

2011 Tornadoes and Straight-Line Winds / AL. Project

snowstorm in October 2006, provided program management for

Principal responsible for deployment and management of

deployment of over 250 quality assurance monitors. Provided

disaster response and recovery team in support of debris

total debris management services including debris contractor

management services for the City of Birmingham, AL following

management, temporary debris storage and reduction site

severe storms of April 2011. Provided oversight of right-of-

(TDSRS) oversight, quality assurance (QA) monitoring of right-

way debris collection, removal of hazardous leaning tress and

of-way debris collection, leaning tree and hanging limb removals,

hanging limbs, stumps, demolitions and private property debris

TDSRS tower QA load calls for incoming storm debris and

removal utilizing the HaulPass® System.

outgoing mulch. Also assisted with invoice reconciliation services

City of Nassau Bay: Disaster Debris Management 2008/
Nassau Bay TX. Project Principal responsible for overall
deployment and management of debris recovery operation

to support reimbursement from FEMA and Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA).
New Orleans District, USACE: USACE NO Katrina 2005-

following Hurricane Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor

06/ New Orleans LA. Project Manager responsible for the

management, debris monitoring, data management using

deployment and management of QA debris monitors working in

the HaulPass® System, and FEMA reimbursement including

Jefferson Parrish following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

development of project worksheets.

OFA, Vicksburg District: Hurricane Debris Removal 2005-

City of Humble: Disaster Debris Management 2008/ Humble

06/ Southern Mississippi MS. Project Manager responsible

TX. Project Principal responsible for overall deployment and

for the deployment and management of over 400 quality

management of debris recovery operation following Hurricane

assurance ROW and ROE monitors located in over 13 counties

Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor management, debris

and numerous cities in southern Mississippi and the Gulf Coast

monitoring, data management using the HaulPass® System,

following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

and FEMA reimbursement including development of project

Hillsborough County Public Works: Debris Contractor

worksheets.

Administration 2004 to present / Tampa FL. Prior to Hurricane

Piney Point Village: Disaster Debris Management 2008/

Frances developed and negotiated the scope of services for

Piney Point TX. Project Principal responsible for overall

Debris Contractor Administrative Team (DCAT) services to be

deployment and management of debris recovery operation

provided in the event of a hurricane impacting Hillsborough

following Hurricane Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor

County. Led the deployment of the DCAT first responders just

management, debris monitoring, data management using

prior to and during Hurricane Frances and provided an array of

the HaulPass® System, and FEMA reimbursement including

post-disaster DCAT services following Hurricanes Frances and

development of project worksheets.

Jeanne, including:

City of Buffalo Department of Public Works: Debris
Management / Buffalo NY. Following the devastating
snowstorm in October 2006, provided program management for

●● Post-disaster debris assessment of unincorporated
portions of the county.

●● Administration and management of debris contractors

deployment of over 250 quality assurance monitors. Provided

for collection of storm debris and operation of temporary
debris storage and reduction sites (TDSRS).

total debris management services including debris contractor

●● Permitting, operational oversight, and closeout oversight

management, temporary debris storage and reduction site
(TDSRS) oversight, quality assurance (QA) monitoring of rightof-way debris collection, leaning tree and hanging limb removals,
TDSRS tower QA load calls for incoming storm debris and
outgoing mulch. Also assisted with invoice reconciliation services
to support reimbursement from FEMA and Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA).

of five TDSRS and 18 county parks serving as temporary
debris drop-off locations.

●● Management and scheduling of over 100 DCAT field

monitors, TDSRS monitors, traffic control personnel, and
administrative staff.

●● Supervision of the development and maintenance of a

storm debris data management system of load tickets and
debris contractor information.

●● Review and substantiation of debris contractor invoices for
storm debris collection,reduction, and disposal for three
debris contractors.
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Education:
BA Business Administrative
Florida State University

Tommy Horton, III

Years of Experience:

Project Manager /
Disaster Management Consulting Services

22

Certifications
and Training:
FEMA Emergency Management
Institute - Advanced
Professional Series Training

Mr. Horton specializes in emergency management and homeland security. As an executive
consultant, he works with critical infrastructure, state agencies, local communities, and industry.
He provides business transformation solutions to identify all-hazards vulnerabilities, risks,
consequences, and capacity to respond to and recover from natural and man-made incidents. He
supports clients in ensuring efficient use of resources, incident management, operational resiliency
and business /operational continuity. He is an expert in FEMA and DHS Program Management,
planning, training, exercise, and funding administration.
Mr. Horton served on active duty and deployed to Iraq as a member of the Florida Army National
Guard; Served 12 years as Infantry Communications Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO). As a
Communications NCO in the 3rd Battalion, 124th Infantry Regiment, he was been responsible for
coordinating secure communications for company and battalion level operations.

●● Federal Programs (CDBG, NRCS, EPA, HUD, DOT)
●● FEMA Programs (PA, HMGP, FMA, RL/SRL, PDM, NFIP)
●● Business Transformation Solutions
●● Continuity of business/operations plans
●● Recovery & Mitigation planning
●● Debris management planning
●● Training and technical assistance to critical service agencies
●● Infrastructure grants management
●● Multi-agency disaster exercise development
●● Hazards and vulnerability assessments
●● Homeland Security Comprehensive Assessment Model (HLS-CAM)
●● National Incident Management System (NIMS)
●● Incident Command System (ICS)
●● Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP)
DETAILED EXPERIENCE
ARCADIS: Florida Division of Emergency Management. Project Manager: Support services to the
Florida Mitigation Programs; Services included business transformation, technical field inspections,
mitigation and long term recovery planning, FEMA grants administration, Disaster grants finance,
post disaster coordination, post disaster loss avoidance and assessments. Aided the State of Florida
in obtaining the FEMA “Enhanced Mitigation” status in 2008 and renewal in 2010.
ARCADIS: Hurricane Sandy. Providing technical assistance to infrastructure clients in New York
in New Jersey during the Recovery and Mitigation process; Services include post incident damage
assessments; Long-term recovery and mitigation strategy planning; business transformation
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solutions; FEMA funding assistance; Executive consultation for
community recovery; Clients include: NYCHHC; Bergen County
Utility Authority; Westchester County; Brick, NJ; NYCDEP;
USACE; Nassau County, NY; Highlands, NJ. (FEMA-4085-DR;
FEMA-4086-DR)

ARCADIS/Malcolm Pirnie: Florida Local Counties. Project
Manager: Support services to Liberty, Calhoun, and Columbia
Counties. Local Homeland Security Program Management; DHS
State Homeland Security Grant Program; Planning, Training,
Exercise.

ARCADIS: City of Birmingham, AL. Project Manager: Debris
Management Operations for post incident, FEMA funded debris
removal from impacts of the April 2011 tornadoes. (FEMA-1971DR)

IIngenuity, LLC: Principal. As principal, led company in
providing consultation to state and local governments in the
areas of FEMA Programs, emergency management, information
management, and technological security; Continuity of business/
operations plans, disaster plans, and mitigation plans; Training,
technical assistance, and implementation of consequence
management plans; Post-disaster grant management and project
management; Hazards and vulnerability assessments.

ARCADIS: Nashville, TN, Metro Water Services. Project
Manager: Developed FEMA funded post-disaster mitigation
projects for Water Treatment Facilities. (FEMA-1909-DR 2010
Flooding)
ARCADIS/Malcolm Pirnie: Northern Virginia Community
College. Project Manager: Development of organization wide
and six campus emergency response plans; Conducted HSEEP
Table-top exercise for the newly developed plans; Business
transformation Solutions.
ARCADIS/Malcolm Pirnie: Florida Local Counties. Project
Manager: Support services to Liberty, Calhoun, and Columbia
Counties. Services included in post impact activities during four
presidentially declared incidents; FEMA Program Management;
Business transformation Solutions.
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IIngenuity, LLC: Hurricane Katrina Recovery Operations /
Gulf States. Provided FEMA programs and funding support for
debris operations in Louisiana and Mississippi.
Florida Division of Emergency Management: Member of
Director’s Staff / Tallahassee FL. FEMA Grant Programs.
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Years of Experience:
19

Licenses and
Certifications:

Health and Safety Training,

Darius Stankunas
Project Manager / Disaster Debris Monitoring

24- Hr Supervised Field
Training,
Construction Safety Awareness

Mr. Stankunas has over fifteen years of experience in solid waste management and currently
specializes in disaster planning and recovery management activities. Following Hurricanes
Frances and Jeanne, Mr. Stankunas served as Project Manager for the Hillsborough County
debris management and consulting project and supervised the development and maintenance of a
disaster debris data management system of load tickets and debris contractor information. He also
substantiated debris contractor invoices for disaster debris collection, reduction, and disposal for
three debris contractors and was the lead for Hillsborough County’s project worksheet and FEMA
appeals process. Mr. Stankunas has also served as Project Manager on numerous disaster debris
recovery projects in Mississippi, Texas, Louisiana and New York states.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
City of Coral Springs: Training and Exercises Project / Coral Springs FL. Project Manager
responsible for the planning, training, exercising, and preparation for any potential deployment and
management of disaster response and recovery team in support of debris monitoring service for
the City. Activities included coordination with the City staff and Disaster Recovery Service provider,
pre-hurricane annual meeting preparation and facilitation, customer service training, HaulPass
demonstration and training, table top exercise development and facilitation, attendance at hurricane
preparedness meetings and general logistical coordination and preparation of standby team when
the City was within a five or three day forecasting cone.
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection – Hurricane Sandy. Program Manager
responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support
of debris management services for 17 municipalities in the State of New Jersey. Responsible for
overseeing the monitoring and tracking of over 33 thousand truckloads of Hurricane Sandy debris
totaling 1.3 million cubic yards, and additionally over 2,400 truckloads totaling over 55 thousand
tons of debris that was tracked by weight. Provided quality assurance for all debris management
operations in the State.
US Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) New York District: HaulPass® Debris Data Management.
Project manager responsible for the deployment of HaulPass® in New York City. Managed more than
40 staff in a coordinated effort to provide 24 hour certification services to the client and deployment
of more than 50 hand held HaulPass® units in the field.. The HaulPass® system captured more than
32,000 loads of debris disposed of at more than 22 facilities across Pennsylvania, New York, and
New Jersey. Provided technical expertise that spearheaded the tracking and reconciliation of more
than $120,000,000 in debris removal contracts.
USACE Kansas City District/Joplin, MO Tornado 2011/HaulPass® System. Program Manager
responsible for deployment of the HaulPass® Automated Debris Management System. The USACE
was assigned a mission to oversee debris recovery operations following the devastating tornado that
66010984.0001 | TAM
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impacted the Joplin, MO area in April 2011. The USACE selected

the count, contracts administration and management of debris

the HaulPass® System for tracking all debris removal field data

contractors, and all debris removal field operations during

to streamline its recovery efforts. The HaulPass® System was

debris removal. Assisted in permitting, operational oversight,

successfully utilized to track the removal of debris from public

and closeout oversight of 5 DMS’ and 18 county parks serving

rights-of-way and private property throughout the area. We also

as temporary debris drop-off locations. Performed invoice

hired, trained and deployed over 60 local staff to operate the

reconciliation, Project Worksheet review, appeals assistance,

System in the field and to assist the USACE with contractor

and public relations communications during the recovery

oversight.

process.

James City County: Disaster Debris Management / Hurricane
Irene/ VA. Program Manager responsible for deployment

Palm Beach County Solid Waste Authority: Hurricane
Debris Removal Contract Administration / West Palm Beach

and management of disaster response and recovery team in

FL. Helped coordinate the deployment of debris management

support of debris management services for James City County,

first responders just prior and during Hurricanes Frances and

VA following Hurricane Irene. Provided oversight of right-of-

Jeanne. Participated in establishing four DMS’ by second day

way debris collection, removal of hazardous leaning trees and

after storm and in staffing a team of well over 100 temporary

hanging limbs, and stumps utilizing the HaulPass® System.

workers to monitor debris removal and DMS’. Within ten days,

City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / April
2011 Tornadoes and Straight-Line Winds / AL. Program
Manager responsible for deployment and management of

10 debris sites had been opened and our staff monitored the
removal of 3 million cubic yards of debris. Provided assistance
with FEMA applications for reimbursement.

disaster response and recovery team in support of debris

City of Nassau Bay: Disaster Debris Management / Nassau

management services for the City of Birmingham, AL following

Bay TX. Program Manager responsible for overall deployment

severe storms of April 2011. Provided oversight of right-of-

and management of debris recovery operation following

way debris collection, removal of hazardous leaning trees and

Hurricane Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor management,

hanging limbs, stumps, demolitions and private property debris

debris monitoring, data management utilizing the HaulPass®

®

removal utilizing the HaulPass System.
Management / Buffalo NY. Project Manager of a team of

System, and FEMA reimbursement including development of
project worksheets.

over 150 quality assurance monitors following a devastating

City of Piney Point Village: Disaster Debris Management

snowstorm. Debris monitoring services include quality assurance

/ Piney Point TX. Program Manager responsible for overall

(QA) monitoring of right-of-way debris collection, leaning-tree

deployment and management of debris recovery operation

and hanging limb removals, and debris management site tower

following Hurricane Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor

QA load calls for incoming storm debris and outgoing mulch.

management, debris monitoring, data management using

City of Buffalo Department of Public Works: Debris
Management / Buffalo NY. Following the devastating
snowstorm in October 2006, served as Project Manager for
deployment of over 250 quality assurance monitors. Provided
total debris management services including Debris Contractor
Management, Debris Management Site (DMS) oversight, QA
Monitoring of right-of-way debris collection, leaning tree and
hanging limb removals, Tower QA load calls for incoming storm
debris and outgoing mulch. Assisted with invoice reconciliation to
support reimbursement from FEMA and FHWA.
Hillsborough County Public Works: Debris Contractor
Administration / Tampa FL. Project Manager for an array of
post-disaster services following Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne,
including: debris assessment of unincorporated portions of
66010984.0001 | TAM

the HaulPass® System, and FEMA reimbursement including
development of project worksheets.
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Education:
BS Zoology Southern Illinois
University
MPA Public Administration
Golden Gate University

Andy Compton
Program / Resources Management

Years of Experience:
30

Licenses and
Certifications:

Mr. Compton has more than 30 years of military and private-sector experience in managing
multifaceted programs from initial development to operational testing and evaluation and eventual

FEMA: Continuity of Operations
Awareness IS-546

deployment. He has responded to multiple disaster declarations as a technical assistance contractor

FEMA: Coordinating
Environmental and Historic
Preservation Compliance L 253

database and co-developed an interface and reporting modules for tracking Community Relations

FEMA: Debris Operations
in FEMA Public Assistance
Program IS-632
FEMA: ICS for Single
Resources and Initial Action
Incidents IS-200

to FEMA with increasing levels of responsibility. As part of these assignments he has designed a
personnel, served as a debris monitor, project officer, and debris specialist. He received special
recognition from FEMA as a result of his work during Declaration 1561.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection: Hurricane Sandy. Project Manager

FEMA: Intro to the Incident
Command System IS-100

responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support

FEMA: Introduction to
Continuity of Operations Plan
IS-547

as liaison between State, Borough, Township and City leaders and debris removal contractors and

FEMA: National Incident
Management System (NIMS)
IS-700

James City County: Disaster Debris Management: Hurricane Irene/ VA. Project Manager

FEMA: National Response Plan
(NRP) IS-800

debris management services for James City County, VA following Hurricane Irene. Also responsible

FEMA: Preliminary Damage
Assessment Training

reconciliation of contractor invoicing.

FEMA: Principles of Emergency
Management IS-230

for debris management services for seventeen municipalities in the State of New Jersey. Served
FEMA personnel. Also provided support related to reconciliation of debris hauler invoicing.

responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support of
for providing support for Category A and B FEMA reimbursement, FHWA reimbursement and

City of Williamsburg: Disaster Debris Management: Hurricane Irene / VA. Project Manager
responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support

FEMA: Public Assistance Cost
Estimating Format E 480

of debris management services for the City of Williamsburg, VA following Hurricane Irene. Also

FEMA: Public Assistance
Operations I IS-631

and reconciliation of contractor invoicing.

FEMA: RS Means Training

York County: Disaster Debris Management: Hurricane Irene / VA. Project Manager responsible

responsible for providing support for Category A and B FEMA reimbursement, FHWA reimbursement

for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support of debris
management services for York County, VA following Hurricane Irene. Also responsible for providing
support for Category A and B FEMA reimbursement, FHWA reimbursement and reconciliation of
contractor invoicing.
City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / April 2011 Tornadoes and Straight-Line
Winds / AL. Project Manager responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and
recovery team in support of debris management services for the City of Birmingham, AL following
severe storms of April 2011. Also responsible for providing support for Category A and B FEMA
reimbursement, FHWA reimbursement and reconciliation of contractor invoicing.
City of Humble: Disaster Debris Management / Humble TX. Project Manager responsible
66010984.0001 | TAM

for providing support for Category A and B FEMA reimbursement, FHWA reimbursement and
reconciliation of contractor invoicing.
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City of Nassau Bay: Debris Management / Nassau Bay

and final submission of over 400 project worksheets. Personally

TX. Project Manager responsible for the deployment and

drafted cost estimates and scopes of work resulting in over $1B

management of field monitors and debris management site

in reimbursement for municipalities impacted as a result of the

monitors in the incorporated areas of Nassau Bay, Texas

disaster.

following Hurricane Ike. Also responsible for providing support for
Category A and B FEMA reimbursement, FHWA reimbursement

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): Debris
Specialist and Deputy Public Assistance Officer-Debris for

and contractor invoice reconciliation and reconciliation of

Hurricane Dennis / Okaloosa and Walton Counties FL. Ten

contractor invoicing.

days after demobilizing from support provided to clean-up after

City of Piney Point Village: Disaster Debris Management

the four hurricanes of 2004, was asked to return to Florida as

/ Piney Point TX. Project Manager responsible for providing

debris specialist for Okaloosa and Walton counties. Prepared

support for Category A and B FEMA reimbursement, FHWA

numerous project worksheets and facilitated several meetings

reimbursement and contractor invoice reconciliation and

among FEMA personnel, state representatives, and multiple

reconciliation of contractor invoicing.

applicants. Subsequently appointed as the debris lead for this

US Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District: Hurricane
Ike / TX and LA. Project Manager responsible for the

disaster.

deployment of the HaulPass automated debris management

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): Project
Officer Support to FEMA for Hurricanes Charley, Frances,

system in the Galveston and Chambers County areas in Texas

Jeanne, and Ivan / Municipalities and Counties FL. After

following Hurricane Ike. The USACE performed debris removal

providing detailed analyses to FEMA in support of debris

®

work on Texas Dept. of Transportation (state and federal) roads.

operations, chosen to become a project officer and received

Emergency work was completed in 10 days.

additional FEMA-sponsored training on public assistance

Paulding County: Georgia Floods / GA. Provided overnight

worksheets which included scopes of work and cost estimates

response and direct assistance to our parent firm (AUS) in
support to Paulding County, GA after severe flooding. Provided
expertise related to contract requirements of 44 CFR 13.36,
preventing a highly possible multi-million dollar fiscal exposure to

operations. In this capacity, responsible for writing project
for force account, contracted labor, and equipment and materials
used in support of hurricane disaster relief operations. The
efforts required numerous meetings and close coordination
with city, town, and county executives and FEMA personnel

our client.

to ensure accuracy and eligibility of the reimbursement

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): Lead
Debris Program Specialist, Florida Long-Term Recovery

requests. Wrote project worksheets for municipalities and the

Office / FL. Primary federal program manager for interpreting

Manatee counties. The combined cost estimates of these project

and implementing the Stafford Act, 44 CFR, and FEMA policy

worksheets were in excess of $50M.

as it pertains to debris. Lead spokesperson for federal, state,
and local response teams and coordinator of multi-departmental
cooperation between federal and local agencies. Author and
central coordinator for disaster-specific guidance implementation,
ensuring state and local agencies understand new program
policies. Primary program voice to local government agencies,
leading and delivering debris seminars to 66 of 67 counties and
hundreds of municipalities. Requested by Region V to present
at their Debris Summit in Indianapolis, and guest speaker at the
Florida Governors’ Hurricane Conference in 2007.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): Debris
Specialist for Hurricane Wilma / St Lucie, Martin, Palm
Beach, and Broward County FL. Debris specialist assigned to
St. Lucie, Martin, Palm Beach and Broward counties. Managed
over 20 project specialists. Responsible for draft, review, edit
66010984.0001 | TAM

unincorporated portions of Hillsborough, Pinellas, Hardee, and
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Education:
MSP, Urban Planning, Florida
State University
(Growth Management
Specialization)
BS, Political Sciences, Florida
State University

Years of Experience:
8

Professional
Certifications:

American Institute of Certified
Planners (AICP),
CFM Certified Floodplain
Manager

Carly Foster, CFM, AICP
Emergency Management Planning
Ms. Foster is team lead for benefit cost-analyses and hazard mitigation application development
for critical infrastructure, as well as state and local mitigation projects. Ms. Foster was project lead
to develop standard operating procedures of all FEMA and State HMA program management for a
state-level client.
She was a principal author and coordinator for Florida’s 2010 Enhanced State Hazard Mitigation
Plan and has developed the simplified loss avoidance assessment methodology and calculator

FEMA Certified HAZUS
Practitioner

being implemented by the State of Florida. She has a comprehensive understanding of practical

FEMA Certified Hazus
Professional

eligibility frameworks, and program management needed to get results in the current risk context.

Professional Training:
Mitigation Planning for Local
Governments; G318
Hazus, Multi-Hazards
Comprehensive Data
Management for HAZUS,
Hazus Hurricane,
Hazus Risk Assessment,
Hazus for Floodplain Managers,
ArcGIS,
Benefit Cost Analysis, Threat
and Risk Assessment:
MGT310,
Incident Command: IS100, 200
Emergency Planning: IS235
Exercises: IS120, 130
Hazard Mitigation and
Climate Adaptation: Achieving
Community Resilience through
Planning and Emergency
Management
Training in Dispute Resolution,
Consensus Building, and Crisis
Management

66010984.0001 | TAM

application and implementation, stakeholder engagement and consensus building, regulatory and

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
Confidential Client: Mitigation Measures for Critical Facilities / TN. Lead Planner and Analyst.
Conducted benefit cost analyses and developed FEMA 406 mitigation grant applications for over
$25 million in flood mitigation projects for multiple water treatment facilities. Additional tasks required
extensive briefing workshops and collaboration with diverse stakeholders - operators, engineers, and
inter-governmental coordination.
Multiple Municipal and County-level Clients: FEMA Public Assistance and Mitigation Grant
Application Development / NY, AL, FL, NJ. Lead analyst which develops benefit cost analyses,
coordinates with key stakeholders and state-level reviewers, and submits applications for federal
and state grants for multiple clients. Additional duties include grant management and project
management, as needed.
Florida Division of Emergency Management: Development of Standard Operating Procedures
and Training / FL. Project Lead to develop SOPs and streamline processes for all activities of the
Mitigation Bureau, to include management and administration of all Federal and State mitigation
grant programs, the State Floodplain Management Office, engineering and environmental review
activities, as well as State-level mitigation planning. Key components included knowledge
management, staff development and training, documentation and analysis of procedures,
facilitation of Bureau-wide and unit-wide workshops, productivity improvement analysis, increased
use of technology to improve reliability and efficiency, stakeholder education and outreach, and
development of controls to consistently “raise the bar” of performance.
Multiple Clients: Hazard Mitigation Assistance Programmatic Support. Adds capacity to state
and local clients by providing Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) programmatic support such as
operations review and SOP development, performance measurement framework development,
monitoring plan development, loss avoidance reporting, project and program evaluation, financial
reconciliation, project tracking, audit assistance, management cost consolidation, and professional
responses to review committees.
Florida Division of Emergency Management, Bureau of Mitigation: Loss Avoidance
Assessment Methodology Tallahassee FL. Developed Florida’s system and strategy for loss
avoidance assessment for flood and wind mitigation projects. System and strategy is part of the
requirement for a state to earn additional 5% Hazard Mitigation Grant Program funding as a FEMA
designated Enhanced State.
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Florida Division of Emergency Management, Bureau of
Mitigation: Loss Avoidance Assessment – Tropical Storm
Debby Tallahassee FL. Project lead conducting loss avoidance
assessment of 150 flood mitigation projects throughout the state
of Florida within the damage swath of Tropical Storm Debby.
Grant Program Redevelopment. Integral team member in
the redevelopment of the Residential Construction Mitigation
Program (RCMP) for the State of Florida. Responsibilities
included: [1] legislative review; [2] needs assessment;
[3] application process development; [4] eligibility criteria
development; [5] performance monitoring plan development.
Florida Division of Emergency Management, Bureau of
Mitigation: Strategy Implementation Tracking and Evaluation
(SITE) / Tallahassee FL. Designed six component monitoring
system to track and evaluate implementation of mitigation plans.

66010984.0001 | TAM

Land Use Assessment and Local Mitigation Strategy
Enhancement: Liberty County, Calhoun County,
Columbia County FL. Lead planner to execute enhanced risk
assessments, refined project scopes, and companion land
use development recommendations as outlined in 44 C.F.R.
§201.6(c)(2)(ii)(A), (B) and (C) for multiple Florida Counties.
Florida Division of Emergency Management: State of Florida
Enhanced Hazard Mitigation Plan / FL. Integral author in
the development of the 2010 update of the State of Florida
Enhanced Hazard Mitigation Plan (SHMP).
Confidential Client: Emergency Operations Plan / Annandale
VA. Integral team member in the development of a NIMS
compliant EOP that covered the 4 phases of emergency
management and the completion of a tabletop training exercise
with exercise evaluation reports.
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Education:
BS Interdisciplinary Social
Science
Florida State University
MS Urban and Regional
Planning and Development,
Florida State University

Years of Experience:
3

Licenses and
Certification:
CPR/First Aid,

Certified Floodplain Manager
Graduate Certificate in Real
Estate Development, Florida
State University

Professional Training:

Frank McColm, CFM
Reimbursements / Mitigation / Grants
Mr. McColm has extensive experience in planning and managing hazard mitigation projects. He
specializes in grant management and has extensive experience in regulatory compliance relating to
grant funded projects.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
Confidential Clients: Audit Resolution. Served as team lead on emergency management grant
programs audit resolutions for clientele. Researched potential issues and provided solutions
tailored to client needs. Attended audit exit conferences, drafted written responses to findings, and
coordinated with Federal agencies on corrective actions, if any.

National Incident Management
System (NIMS): 700(a), 800(b)

Florida Division of Emergency Management: Project Manager, Tallahassee, FL. Served as

Incident Command System
(ICS): IS-100, IS-200, G-300,
G-400

contract management, payment processing, project monitoring, project close-out, coordinating audit

project manager responsible for over $90M of hazard mitigation grants. Responsibilities included
activities, and programmatic and financial compliance with state and Federal regulations.
Florida Division of Emergency Management’s Bureau of Mitigation Economic Impact
Analysis: Special Project Coordinator, Tallahassee, FL. Collected and analyzed data on all
mitigation projects funded by the bureau between 2004 and 2011 and assessed the impact of these
projects on Florida’s economy in terms of employment. Produced a written deliverable that was
distributed to executive leadership within state government.
Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS) Updates: Mitigation Planner, Tallahassee, FL. Reviewed
LMS plans for multiple jurisdictions throughout the state of Florida and assisted with plan revisions
to ensure plan approval by FEMA. Coordinated with FEMA review staff on the approval of LMS
plans. Technical assistance included outreach and public participation strategies, mitigation project
identification, hazard risk assessments, and planning process reviews.
Florida Division of Emergency Management Business Plan Development: Special Projects
Coordinator, Tallahassee, FL. Served as the lead staff for updating the bureau of mitigation’s
business plan. Coordinated with management throughout the bureau to assess existing goals
as well as develop new goals for the following fiscal year. Developed performance metrics and
intended outcomes for existing and future goals. Conducted business plan and bureau performance
presentation to executive leadership within the agency.
Florida Department of Environmental Protection: Management Review Specialist, Tallahassee,
FL. Responsible for conducting internal management reviews and process audits. Performed
financial and compliance audits of contracts. Duties also included research of various compliance
topics and application of findings to specific circumstances as well as creation of audit finding
reports.
Florida Governor’s Office of Policy and Budget: Staff Assistant, Tallahassee, FL. Responsible
for tracking and analyzing bills during legislative session. Performed regular briefings to management
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on bill progress. Created bill analysis reports.
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Education
BSME Mechanical Engineering
Clarkson University

Peter McMaster

Years of Experience

Damage Assessments

43

Licenses and
Certifications:

Professional Engineer,
Construction Claims,
Wilson Management
Cost Estimating,
Richardson Construction

Mr. McMaster has extensive experience in all aspects of the engineering and construction
business from his tenure as a President of a multifaceted organization that performed engineering,
construction and contract operations. His experience includes not only the engineering side of the
business in which he performed as Program Manager for large multidisciplinary programs but also
the business side where he had complete responsibility for all corporate functions including finance
HR and safety. The programs managed were for clients in both the municipal and industrial sector
focused primarily on facilities associated with water and wastewater infrastructure.
Additionally, Mr. Mcmaster has experience with hazardous waste and nuclear remediation. He is
also experienced in facility operations including plant startup and troubleshooting, from his hands on
experience with the facility operations company.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
Confidential Client: Hurricane Katrina Response / Pascagoula MS. Project Manager responsible
for assisting a municipal client in essential document recovery and building remediation and
restoration for flood and water damage relating to Hurricane Katrina. Overseeing on-site supervision
of subcontractors for the document recovery, building demolition, and building system recovery.
New Orleans District, USACE: Hurricane Protection from Segnette Pump Station to
Westwego Pump Station No 2 / New Orleans LA. Project includes the design of replacements for
hurricane protection structures from the Segnette Pump Station to New Westwego Pump Station
No. 2 in Jefferson Parish. The fast-track project is one of the high-profile, aggressive-schedule
projects required to be completed by 2011. The work includes design and preparation of a design
documentation report (DDR); plans, specifications, MII cost estimates, DrChecks, and construction
schedules; engineering and design support during advertisement; assistance to the government
and the West Jefferson Levee District (WJLD) at public meetings; and coordination with all local,
state, and federal authorities for the hurricane protection project. The design incorporates the latest
Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System Design Guideline (HSDRRSDG).
City of Chickasaw: CDBG Sewer Rehabilitation / Chickasaw AL. Deputy Project Manager
responsible for the design and technical specification development of an award winning sewer
rehabilitation project that included direct replacement and replacement via pipe bursting of
approximately 6,000 linear feet of existing six- and eight inch-diameter sewer mains. The project was
awarded the ACEC Grand Award.
Emerald Coast Utilities Authority: Program Manager for Various Projects / Pensacola FL. Mr.
McMaster has extensive experience with ECUA as he has served as ARCADIS’s Program Manager
for the projects assigned and executed by ARCADIS since the firm started working with ECUA. He
is currently responsible for the Program Oversight of ECUA’s $300 MM Central Water Relocation
Facility (CWRF) plant relocation program and their Inflow/Infiltration (I/I) removal program.
66010984.0001 | TAM
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Additionally he has managed several management improvement

Assistance Program (CIAP), and local funds to complete the

projects including the recent Rate Study, Management Audit and

required funding requirements.

Bond Report. He has very successfully managed the completed

Mobile Area Water and Sewer System: Investigations at

Design/Build project for the ECUA/Naval Air Station (NAS) force
main and pump station project, which was a great success for all

Big Creek Lake Dam / Mobile AL. Program manager for the
study, design, and rehabilitation of the Big Creek dam spillway.

parties.

Responsibilities include evaluation of existing structure, design,

Jackson County Board of Supervisors: Industrial Water

and implementation of emergency repairs, project evaluation to

Project / Jackson County MS. Program Manager responsible

prioritize design and construction of 4-5 contracts to rehabilitate

for all aspects of a $40+ million water system that includes

structure in phases based on available funding, and managing

86,000 ft of various sizes of water transmission main from 12”

additional fund expectations through the CIAP.

to 30”, several 20-, 24-, and 36” HDPE complex directional

Mobile Area Water and Sewer System: Regional Wastewater

drills under the Pascagoula and Escatawpa Rivers of 24”
HDPE piping on a 12” restrained ductile iron piping system
on elevated pipe bridge crossing in a concrete utility chase,
a 5-mgd water treatment plant with associated high service
pumping, and a .75-mgd elevated water storage tank,

Study / Mobile AL. Program manager for the development
of a potential wastewater system that includes MAWSS and
several local communities. Program entails evaluation of existing
local systems for ability to comply with new regulations, site
evaluation, and assessment for alternate sites for a new regional

Responsibilities include developing contracting strategy utilizing

wastewater treatment plant, route analysis for the necessary

six contracts, schedule and cost control for all contracts, design

transmission systems to tie the system together, and the

oversight and constructibility reviews prior to bidding and

community outreach to ensure consensus for the project. All of

construction management, and field engineering services for the

the wastewaters require preliminary engineering to be able to

implementation of all the contracts. Financial aspects include

perform and environmental assessment and financial analyses

value engineering to maintain program budgets and managing

to confirm viability. The project is being done through an EPA

the revenue streams from US EPA, Mississippi Department

grant with matching funds from the local participants, requiring

of Economic Development, the USACOE, Coastal Impact

grant management and coordination of the interface with all the
participants.
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Education
BSCE Civil Engineering
University of South Alabama

Brian Greathouse

Years of Experience

Damage Assessments

16

Licenses and
Certifications:

Professional Engineer – AL, FL
Certified Floodplain Manager

Mr. Greathouse has significant experience in all aspects in stormwater and watershed analysis
and design. He has extensive experience in hydrology and hydraulic modeling. He has been
involved in the design and construction several stormwater projects including culverts, regional
detention ponds, urban stormwater systems design, flood control structures, inundation
mapping, constructed wetland and natural channel design. He has led the effort associated with
floodplain and watershed analysis projects all over the country performing floodplain studies to
be used by FEMA flood map modernization program. He is a Certified Floodplain Manager who
had an active role in developing the flood management program for the State of Alabama. He
has worked with large hydroelectric companies to develop unsteady-state main stem hydraulic
models representing hydroelectric dams and associated River systems. He has provided
litigation support relative to flooding issues for a variety of stormwater scenarios. He has also
been associated with numerous designs addressing environmental concerns associated with
stormwater run-off such as water quality treatment through natural processes and design of
bio-retention ponds, NPDES storm water permitting, the development of erosion and sediment
control plans and TMDL sampling and modeling.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
Confidential Client: Kilby Natural Channel and Wetland Design / AL. ARCADIS was retained
to design a natural channel and wetland system on a stream in Montgomery, Alabama. This design
consisted of an energy dissipater “rip-rap basin”, natural channel design and floodplain rehabilitation,
channel stabilization, temporary and permanent stream crossings constructed wetland system. Also
analyzed potential flood flows by performing a detailed hydrologic and hydraulic analysis using HECHMS and HEC-RAS respectively.
James River Feasibility Study and EIS: James River Basin South Dakota. ARCADIS performed
a feasibility study and environmental impact statement (EIS) to formulate and evaluate alternatives
that help to reduce flooding problems along the James River and to restore or enhance ecological
function and habitat. Factors such as sediment deposits from tributaries and bank sloughing, log
jams, encroachment of vegetation into the channel, inadequate bridge capacity, low-head dams, and
the flat slope and meandering nature of the river contribute to the flooding problems along the James
River. Performed a detailed H&H analysis to evaluate each of the factors and provide solutions
associated with environmental and flooding issues.
FEMA Floodplain Map Modernization Program / Detailed Floodplain Analysis for Mobile
and Baldwin County (Including D’Olive and Tiawassee Creek and Watershed). Acted as the
technical lead for the development of hydrology (HEC-HMS) and hydraulic (HEC-RAS) analysis for
several watersheds in Mobile (7 watersheds and streams), Baldwin (6 watersheds and streams).
In Baldwin County this included performing a detailed H&H analysis on D’Olive and Tiawasee
creek watersheds. Also, extracted results from hydraulic models and applied them to GIS maps
66010984.0001 | TAM
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for floodplain delineations. Provided assistance in developing

Coosa River Environmental Impact Study: Alabama Power

the FEMA Flood Map Modernization Program for the State of

Company. Led the effort in the development of an environmental

Alabama.

impact study of the lower reaches of the Coosa River. The

Crane Road Bridge Replacement / Floodplain Analysis,
Scour Analysis, Sediment Transport Analysis: City of New

Jordan Dam discharges flow into the Coosa River. The Coosa
River system was experiencing several areas of bank instability

York. Served as the technical lead for evaluating and designing

throughout the river system. Sloughing was reducing the channel

a portion of the Bronx River stream channel associated with

capacity and affecting overall stream hydraulics.

the replacement of a bridge. Analysis included performing a

General Experience: Residential and Commercial

hydrologic analysis on the watershed and completing a detailed

Development / Auburn, AL. Brian has extensive experience

hydraulic analysis of the Bronx River.

dealing with the stormwater and environment issues associated

Endview Industries: Endview Watershed Protection /

with large scale residential and commercial developers.

VA. Member of a design team that was responsible for the

Brian served as an environment consultant leading design

storm water management and design of a 350 acre industrial

and implementation of Erosion and Sediment Control Plans,

development. Stormwater design focused around providing

NPDES permitting, and overall stormwater management of new

stormwater treatment for runoff. Project included a hydrology

construction including stormwater infrastructure, detention ponds

analysis of pre-developed and post-developed conditions, flow

and bio-retention ponds.

rates development, pollutant load estimation, wet pond design

City of Prichard: Storm Water Design Review / Prichard

for post-development flow control, design of 5 bio-retention

AL. Through ARCADIS, Brian served as the City of Prichards

areas for post-development water quality control, and outlining

Storm Water Management Development Director. Responsible

an overall stormwater management approach for temporary and

for the review and approval of stormwater aspects of any

permanent conditions.

new development in the City of Prichard. Also assisted in the
completion of the MS4 NPDES storm water permit application
and annual reports.
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Education:
Economics, Seattle University

Years of Experience
15

Andrew Grubbs
Reporting / Data Management

Professional Training:
Programming and Database
Languages, Bellevue
Community College,
Bellevue WA
PeopleSoft University programming languages and
train-the-trainer skills

Mr. Grubbs is a skilled technical architect specializing in the development, design, and
management of very sophisticated software adapted particularly to the complicated needs of
very large, dynamic projects such as post-disaster relief work. He was technical architect for
the HaulPass® debris management and tracking system, which has proved itself very useful for
the relief of major disasters requiring rapid response such as hurricanes and floods; a system
for the removal of munitions and explosives of concern from military installations; and a work
tracking system for monitoring the contributions of multiple partners in a large watershed study,
among others. He has founded two startup companies and has led a variety of projects ranging
from consumer sites to business process systems.
DETAILED EXPERIENCE
USACE New York District, NY/ HaulPass® System. Technical Manager responsible for
configuration, deployment and data capture of and using the HaulPass® Automated Debris
Management System. The USACE was assigned a mission to oversee debris recovery operations
following the Hurricane Sandy storm that impacted the New York metropolitan area in October
2012. In field configuration to match the business requirements of USACE. Oversaw training and
technology build out for the mission.
New Jersey Multiple Municipalities/HaulPass® System. Technical Manager responsible for
configuration, deployment and data capture of and using the HaulPass® Automated Debris
Management System in 17 municipalities in NJ. Multiple overlapping missions to oversee debris
recovery operations following the Hurricane Sandy storm that impacted the New Jersey area in
October 2012. In field configuration to match the business requirements of USACE. Oversaw training
and technology build out for the mission.
USACE Kansas City District/Joplin, MO Tornado 2011/HaulPass® System. Technical Manager
responsible for configuration, deployment and data capture of and using the HaulPass® Automated
Debris Management System. The USACE was assigned a mission to oversee debris recovery
operations following the devastating tornado that impacted the Joplin, MO area in April 2011. In field
configuration to match the business requirements of USACE. Oversaw training and technology build
out for the mission.
James City County: Disaster Debris Management for Hurricane Irene / VA. Technical Manager
responsible for deployment and management of HaulPass® Automated Debris Management System
field support for James City County, VA following Hurricane Irene. Remote management of field
operations related to HaulPass®. Oversaw data operations.
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City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / April

U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Web Tracking

2011 Tornadoes and Straight-Line Winds / AL. Technical

System Design / Atlanta GA. Designed an in kind services

Manager responsible for deployment and management of

web tracking system to enable the USACOE to monitor the

HaulPass® Automated Debris Management System field

contributions of multiple partners for watershed maintenance

support for the City of Birmingham, AL following severe storms

of the comprehensive Lake Allatoona/Upper Etowah River

of April 2011. Remote management of field operations related to

watershed study in Georgia. The system makes extensive use of

HaulPass®. Oversaw data operations.

AJAX technology, which allows for a richer, more dynamic web

Haiti Recovery Group: HaulPass® Automated Data

experience. The use of the system also makes the site more

Management System / Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Technical

responsive and closer to a Windows environment.

Manager responsible for deployment and management of

State of Florida, Department of Emergency Management.

HaulPass® Automated Debris Management System field support

Technical Architect and Software Consultant for the management

in Haiti following the 2010 earthquake. HaulPass® demonstrated

of statewide mitigation projects. With multiple solutions, the

its simplistic, yet rugged and flexible nature, while capturing

state will be able to track at a project level individual mitigation

demolition and debris removal data that accounted for nearly

efforts and the related documentation. The system utilizes web

300,000 cubic yards of earthquake generated debris. Reporting

technologies to create a single source for information regarding

was streamlined and readily available to the Haitian government

mitigation work.

in near-real time.

City of Williamsburg: Disaster Debris Management /
Hurricane Irene / VA. Technical Manager responsible for

U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District: Explosives
Safety Submission (ESS) at Ft. McClellan / Anniston AL.

deployment and management of HaulPass® Automated Debris

To support the removal of munitions and explosives of concern

Management System field support for the City of Williamsburg,

(UXO) from the Fort McClellan Army Base, developed a

VA following Hurricane Irene. Remote management of field

computerized system to replace the paper tracking of ordnance

operations related to HaulPass®. Oversaw data operations.

found at the dig site. The new system uses Windows Mobile

York County: Disaster Debris Management / Hurricane

PDAs, laptop-based software, and a centralserver- based

Irene / VA. Technical Manager responsible for deployment and

database to collect and store the data. Designed the interface

management of HaulPass® Automated Debris Management

for all the systems used as well as the synchronization process.

System field support for York County, VA following Hurricane

The task included managing the development efforts of ROSTAN

Irene. Remote management of field operations related to

staff in multiple offices around the country.
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HaulPass®. Oversaw data operations.
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Education:
MSP/Urban and Regional
Planning, Florida State
University
BS/Interdisciplinary Social
Sciences, Florida State
University
BS/Political Science, Florida
State University

Years of Experience:
3.5

Licenses and
Certifications:

Edward Fernandez, CFM
Reporting / Data Management
Mr. Fernandez specializes in disaster planning, risk assessment and vulnerability analysis, and
grants management. He holds a master’s degree in urban and regional planning from Florida State
University and is an ASFPM Certified Floodplain Manager. He provides ongoing support to the
Florida Division of Emergency Management for project and grants management. He has worked
on a variety of planning projects and has assisted in the development of several hazard mitigation

ASFPM Certified Floodplain
Manager,

plans, primarily conducting the risk and vulnerability portions of each plan. He has extensive

Certificate in Urban Design,
Florida State University,

and vulnerability analysis. He has analyzed population, building stock, and critical facilities hazard

Specialization in Environmental
Planning and Natural Resource
Management, Florida State
University,

Mr. Fernandez is experienced in the use of buildout/safe-growth analyses to evaluate the interaction

Professional Training Natural
Hazards Research and
Applications Workshop
Geographic Information
Systems (GIS),
FEMA HAZUS-MH,
FEMA Benefit-Cost Analysis
(BCA) G-278,
National Incident Management
System (NIMS) 100b, 200b,
and 700(a),

knowledge in the use of GIS and FEMA’s Hazus for hazard identification and risk assessment
exposure for several jurisdictions in the State of Florida.

between land use and hazardous areas, and to estimate future disaster losses. In addition, he
has worked on methods for post-disaster loss avoidance assessment in order to analyze return on
investment for flood and wind mitigation projects.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
Local Mitigation Strategy Updates Calhoun, Columbia and Liberty Counties, FL. In accordance
with the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 and its implementing regulations (44
CFR Part 201), assisted in the development of the 2010 updates of the Calhoun County, Columbia
County, and Liberty County Local Mitigation Strategies. Worked primarily on the risk and vulnerability
assessment portion of each plan, which involved utilizing GIS and Hazus as assessment tools.
Provided each client with a series of illustrative residential building inventory maps, graded on a

Professional
Associations:

wind vulnerability scale based on major revisions in the building code. Developed and implemented

American Planning Association,

a methodology for a buildout analysis in order to anticipate the impacts of hazards and future

Natural Hazards Mitigation
Association,

development in each county. This involved estimating future losses through mapping and a

Association of State Floodplain
Managers

comprehensive plan. Building on this relationship between hazard mitigation and land use planning,

parcel-by-parcel examination based on existing development regulations found in each county’s
analyzed the zoning conditions within each county and provided the client with a companion
report outlining safe growth and future land use recommendations to reduce hazard vulnerability.
Played an important role in facilitating working group meetings and verifying that all FEMA plan
recommendations had been fulfilled. Each mitigation strategy was approved by the State of Florida
and FEMA swiftly after completion.
Flood Mitigation Measures City of Birmingham AL. Provided assistance in HMGP project
application development for several minor flood control projects throughout the City of Birmingham.
Assisted with each mitigation project’s benefit-cost analysis work and required documentation.
Examined each project’s building attributes, historical flood events records, flood insurance studies
(FIS), and flood modeling results. Worked with team to submit complete and competitive grant
applications to the Alabama Emergency Management Agency.
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Planning Services Florida Division of Emergency
Management: Bureau of Mitigation, Tallahassee FL.

Assistant Planner Morris-Depew Associates, Inc.,

Provides planning services to the Florida Division of Emergency

on a variety of infrastructure planning projects. Participated on

Management: Bureau of Mitigation in order to promote continuity

a team that was involved in preparing population forecasts and

and improvement of mitigation related activities and planning

demand estimates for municipal potable water supply systems

processes. Assists in operations review and SOP development to

for the City of Daytona Beach, Florida.

improve efficiency and effectiveness. Developed loss avoidance

Tallahassee FL. As an assistant planner, worked independently

cost-effectiveness for flood and wind hazards. These methods

North Monroe Street Corridor Redesign and Roadway Safety
Audit Capital Region Transportation Planning Agency,
Tallahassee FL. While a graduate student at Florida State

aid the Bureau in making more informed decisions regarding

University, evaluated the North Monroe Street Corridor from a

future mitigation measures. Provides ongoing mitigation

safety, mobility, and design perspective. Assisted the Capital

assistance as directed by the client. Active member of the State

Region Transportation Planning Agency in the first ever roadway

Hazard Mitigation Plan Advisory Team (SHMPAT).

safety audit conducted in the region and submitted final design

Palm Beach County Solid Waste Authority: SWA Debris

and safety recommendations to the Leon County Board of

Management, West Palm Beach FL. Operations Manager

County Commissioners.

assessment methods to analyze post-disaster mitigation project

responsible for the deployment and management of over 150
debris monitors working in the unincorporated areas of Palm
Beach County following Hurricane Wilma. Metro Water Services
Flood Mitigation Measures Metropolitan Government of Nashville
and Davidson County, Nashville TN. Provided mitigation
assistance to Metro Water Services with regard to two water
treatment facilitates that were damaged by the Nashville floods
in May 2010. Assisted in determining cost effective mitigation
initiatives eligible under FEMA programs and within the goals of
the client. Assisted in the development of separate and distinct
hazard mitigation proposals (HMP) and project worksheets for
each facility.
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Education
BA International Relations
University of South Florida

Frank Wreath

MBA International Business and
Technology Florida Metropolitan
University

Reporting / Data Management

Years of Experience

Mr. Wreath has 28 years of experience related to technology services. He has provided

28

extensive support to numerous municipal clients within Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi,

Licenses and
Certifications:

Texas and New York following the aftermath of natural disasters. He is pivotal responsibility is

Certified ColdFusion Developer
FEMA Certifications:
IS-001; IS-003; IS-005a; IS007; IS-100

the management of recovery data, often requiring development of a customized, web-enabled,

IS-101b; IS-120; IS-130; IS139; IS-200; IS-230; IS-235b;
IS-240a; IS-241a; IS-242a;
IS-244a; IS-275

his extensive documentation management background to maximize federal reimbursement

IS-288; IS-293; ICS-300; ICS400; IS-403

DETAILED EXPERIENCE

IS-546.12; IS-547a; IS-552; IS700; IS-701a; IS-702; IS-775;
IS-800b; IS-806; IS-910; IS-922

USACE NY: Information Management / New York, NY. Documentation Manager responsible

database application. He worked in support of the Task Force Hope Mississippi project which
required the management of one-half million debris tickets following Hurricane Katrina. He uses
efforts.

for collection and digital management of project related data and documents following Superstorm
Sandy 2012. Additional responsibilities included payroll management and technical platform
assistance.
City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / Birmingham AL. Developed customized
digital document application to assist the city for reimbursements from state and federal agencies,
including the Federal Emergency Management Agency, relating to eligible recovery costs arising
from the F5 Tornado which struck the city in April 2011.
Hillsborough County Public Works: Information Management / Tampa FL. Technical Manager
responsible for collection and analysis of post event debris information services following Hurricanes
Frances and Jeanne, including development of a customized scanning and data collection
application, post event debris data collected from 45,000 field load tickets, training, supervision and
oversight of data entry staff, and reconciliation of contractor invoices which exceeded 26 million
dollars.
Erie County Department of Public Works: Erie County Debris Management / Buffalo NY.
Provided data management for debris monitoring services following a devastating snowstorm.
Managed load tickets, invoice reconciliation and debris tracking of right-of-way debris collection,
leaning tree and hanging limb removals, TDSRS Tower QA load calls for incoming storm debris and
outgoing mulch.
City of Buffalo Dept of Public Works: Buffalo Debris Management / Buffalo NY. Provided data
management for debris monitoring services including management of over 65,000 load tickets,
invoice reconciliation and debris tracking.
Palm Beach County Solid Waste Authority: SWA Debris Management / West Palm Beach
FL. Application developer for web-based call center system which allowed for municipal tracking
of issues and complaints filed by residents relating to debris removal following the 2005 Hurricane
Season.
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City of Daytona Beach: Disaster Preparedness Planning

Vicksburg District, USACE: Debris Data Management /

/ Daytona Beach FL. Analyzed data management process

Hancock MS. Initial Architect of ARCADIS / Rostan Solutions

utilized during 2005 hurricane season and developed

LLC HaulPass® electronic debris data management system. The

recommendations for improvements to future program to

HaulPass® system provided industry ground-breaking electronic

maximize Federal reimbursement funding and reduce out-of-

capture of data in the field, demonstrating that paper load tickets

pocket expenses incurred by municipal staff.

for debris recovery operations can be eliminated resulting in

City of Humble: Disaster Debris Management / Humble TX.
Operations Manager responsible for overall deployment and
management of debris recovery operation following Hurricane
Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor management, debris
monitoring, data management using the HaulPass® System,
and FEMA reimbursement including development of project
worksheets.
City of Piney Point Village: Disaster Debris Management
/ Piney Point TX. Data Manager responsible for overall
deployment and management of debris recovery operation
following Hurricane Ike in Texas. Tasks included data
management using the HaulPass® System, and FEMA
reimbursement including development of project worksheets.
City of Nassau Bay: Disaster Debris Management / Nassau
Bay TX. Data Manager responsible for overall deployment
and management of debris recovery operation following
Hurricane Ike in Texas. Tasks included data management using
the HaulPass® System, and FEMA reimbursement including
development of project worksheets.
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relative real-time reporting of debris load information including
load origination (GPS coordinates), cubic yards collected, types
of debris collected, debris contractor/subcontractor identification,
truck routing utilizing GIS, etc. The HaulPass® system has
also demonstrated elimination of human error related to paper
load ticket issuance and entry into a database and streamlined
invoice reconciliation since the debris contractor and applicant
would be working from the same database.
USACE, Vicksburg District: Hurricane Katrina / Biloxi MS.
Payroll Manager responsible for payroll management of over
400 quality assurance ROW and ROE monitors located in over
13 counties and numerous cities in southern Mississippi and the
Gulf Coast following Hurricane Katrina and Rita.
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Years of Experience:
32

Licenses and
Certifications:
FEMA IS100 Incident
Command System,
FEMA IS200 ICS for Single
Resources and Initial Action
Incidents,

Jeff Cousins
Recovery Operations
Mr. Cousins has over 8 years of experience specific to debris management and disaster recovery
operations. Mr. Cousins specializes in disaster management and recovery and has served as
Operations Manager supporting disaster recovery and reimbursement projects following some of

FEMA IS300 Intermediate ICS,

the world’s most devastating disasters. Mr. Cousins was responsible for the deployment of over

FEMA IS400 Advanced ICS,

450 quality assurance monitors deployed in 11 counties and 5 cities in Mississippi for the USACE

FEMA IS5 Introduction to
Hazardous Materials,

Task Force Hope mission following Hurricane Katrina. Mr. Cousins served as Operations Manager

FEMA IS700 National Incident
Management System,

Most recently Mr. Cousins served as Operations Manager responsible all operations of the disaster

FEMA IS800 National
Response Plan,

in the State of New Jersey following Super Storm Sandy.

OSHA Disaster Worker

for the deployment of the HaulPass® System in Haiti following the devastating 2010 earthquake.
response and recovery team in support for debris management services for seventeen municipalities

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
City of Coral Springs: Training and Exercises Project / Coral Springs FL. Operations Manager
responsible for the planning, training, exercising, and preparation for any potential deployment and
management of disaster response and recovery team in support of debris monitoring service for
the City. Activities included coordination with the City staff and Disaster Recovery Service provider,
pre-hurricane annual meeting preparation and facilitation, customer service training, HaulPass
demonstration and training, table top exercise development and facilitation, attendance at hurricane
preparedness meetings and general logistical coordination and preparation of standby team when
the City was within a five or three day forecasting cone.
New Jersey: Disaster Debris Management / Hurricane Sandy. Operations Manager for seventeen
municipalities in New Jersey following Hurricane Sandy. Served as Operations Manager throughout
the State of New Jersey. Responsible for all field operations in the state including the deployment of
over 150 monitors spread between seventeen municipalities.
USACE Kansas City District/Joplin, MO Tornado 2011/HaulPass® System. Operations Manager
responsible for deployment of the HaulPass® Automated Debris Management System. The USACE
was assigned a mission to oversee debris recovery operations following the devastating tornado
that impacted the Joplin, MO area in April 2011. The USACE selected the HaulPass® System for
tracking all debris removal field data to streamline its recovery efforts. The HaulPass® System was
successfully utilized to track the removal of debris from public rights-of-way and private property
throughout the area. We also hired, trained and deployed over 60 local staff to operate the System in
the field and to assist the USACE with contractor oversight.
James City County: Disaster Debris Management / Hurricane Irene/ VA. Operations Manager
responsible for deployment and management of disaster response and recovery team in support
of debris management services for James City County, VA following Hurricane Irene. Provided
oversight of right-of-way debris collection, removal of hazardous leaning tress and hanging limbs,
and stumps utilizing the HaulPass® System.
City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / April 2011 Tornadoes and Straight-Line
Winds / AL. Operations Manager responsible for deployment and management of disaster response
and recovery team in support of debris management services for the City of Birmingham, AL
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following severe storms of April 2011. Provided oversight of rightof-way debris collection, removal of hazardous leaning tress and
hanging limbs, stumps, demolitions and private property debris
removal utilizing the HaulPass® System.
US Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District: Hurricane
Ike / TX and LA. Operations Manager responsible for the
deployment of the HaulPass® automated debris management
system in the Galveston and Chambers County areas in Texas
following Hurricane Ike. The USACE performed debris removal
work on Texas DOT (state and federal) roads. Emergency
work was completed in 10 days. The HaulPass® system
was also successfully deployed in Cameron and Vermillion
Parishes in Louisiana. The USACE utilized the system to its
fullest capabilities and entirely eliminated the use of paper load
tickets. By using the HaulPass® system, the USACE completed
validation of all load ticket data one day after field operations had
ceased, had eliminated data entry effort and the need for QA/QC
of manually entered load ticket information.
City of Buffalo Dept of Public Works: Buffalo Debris Mgmt
/ Buffalo NY. Following the devastating snowstorm in October
2006, served as operations manager for debris management
services including Debris Contractor Management, Temporary
Debris Storage and Reduction Site (TDSRS) oversight, Quality
Assurance (QA) Monitoring of right-of-way debris collection,
leaning tree and hanging limb removals, TDSRS Tower QA
load calls for incoming storm debris and outgoing mulch.
Also assisted with invoice reconciliation services to support
reimbursement from FEMA and FHWA.
Erie County Department of Public Works: Debris
Management / Buffalo NY. Deputy Project Manager of a team
of over 150 quality assurance monitors following a devastating
snowstorm. Debris monitoring services include Quality
Assurance (QA) Monitoring of right-of-way debris collection,
leaning tree and hanging limb removals, TDSRS Tower QA load
calls for incoming storm debris and outgoing mulch.
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City of Piney Point Village: Debris Management / Piney Point
TX. Project Manager responsible for overall deployment and
management of debris recovery operation following Hurricane
Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor management, debris
monitoring, data management using the HaulPass® System,
and FEMA reimbursement including development of project
worksheets.
City of Humble: Disaster Debris Management / Humble TX.
Operations Manager responsible for overall deployment and
management of debris recovery operations following Hurricane
Ike in Texas. Tasks included contractor management, debris
monitoring, data management using the HaulPass® System,
and FEMA reimbursement including development of project
worksheets.
USACE, Vicksburg District: Katrina Debris Contractor
Quality Assurance Monitoring / Biloxi MS. Project Operations
Manager responsible for deployment and management of
over 450 Quality Assurance monitors working in 13 counties
and numerous cities in southern Mississippi and the Gulf
Coast following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. Assisted with
the development, implementation, and administration of the
corporate health and safety policies and the project Developed
and presented safety briefings to quality assurance monitors.
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Education:
BA Military History,
Florida State University

Bobby Aliberti

Years of Experience:

Recovery Operations

22

Licenses and
Certifications:
Incident Command Site
(ICS) Supervisor and
Incident Commander,

Mr. Aliberti specializes in emergency management, security operations, homeland security,
technology, and physical security consulting. As an consultant, he provides clients with high-level
guidance on how to organize and administer business and/or programs through a successful and
efficient approach that takes advantage of technology. Most recently before joining the ARCADIS

HAZMAT, HAZWOPER,

team, Mr. Aliberti was the Security Operations Commander for the Coalition Bases in the Baghdad

Anti-Terrorism Level III
Commander,

Iraq. As a part of the Theater Commander’s staff, Mr. Aliberti was responsible for all Base Defense,
security of High Risk Personnel and convoy security operations. Mr. Aliberti was the ROE Program

Responsibility Course
Joint Special Forces AntiTerrorism Level I and II, Threat,
Vulnerability, and
Assessment

Manager for the Debris Removal mission in Hancock County, Mississippi. Hancock County was
ground zero for Hurricane KATRINA, suffering massive devastation.
Mr. Aliberti’s responsibilities included managing staff and work crews while coordinating with Federal,
State and County Administrators to conduct debris removal operations from all private properties.
Since leaving public service, Mr. Aliberti has provided services in planning, training, exercise,
and grant administration to state and local governments in the areas of emergency management,
information management, and technological security.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE
USACE New York District : NYC SANDY 2012-2013/HaulPass® System. Operations Manager
responsible for deployment of the HaulPass® Automated Debris Management System. The USACE
was assigned a mission to oversee debris recovery operations following the devastating Hurricane
that impacted the New York City area in October 2012. The USACE selected the HaulPass® System
for tracking all debris removal field data to streamline its recovery efforts. The HaulPass® System
was successfully utilized to track the removal of debris from public rights-of-way and private property
throughout the area.
City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / April 2011 Tornadoes and Straight-Line
Winds, AL. Operations Manager responsible for deployment and management of disaster response
and recovery team in support of debris management services for the City of Birmingham, AL
following severe storms of April 2011. Provided oversight of right-of-way debris collection, removal of
hazardous leaning tress and hanging limbs, stumps, demolitions and private property debris removal
utilizing the HaulPass® System.
Florida Division of Emergency Management / Mitigation Support. As a consultant, providing
support services to the Florida Mitigation Programs. Services included, mitigation and long term
recovery planning, FEMA grants administration, Disaster grants finance, post disaster coordination,
post disaster loss avoidance and assessments. Assisted the State of Florida in obtaining the FEMA
“Enhanced Mitigation” status in 2008 and renewal in 2010.
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Florida Division of Emergency Management: Mitigation

Operation Iraqi Freedom / Victory Base Complex, Baghdad

Funding Audit and Reconciliation. Assisted with the

Iraq: Security Operations. Commanded the Security Forces

management of fund reconciliation and audit following the

for the defense mission for US/ Coalition camps and Forward

2004-2005 hurricane seasons that involved mitigation efforts

Operating Bases in the Victory Base Complex for MNF-I during

as a result of five devastating storms. Main responsibilities

Operation Iraqi Freedom. Responsible for over 2,300 Security

included tracing funding to their supposed and actual origins and

Forces personnel assigned to the protection of the Base

reallocating funding to the proper accounts through a complex

Defense, High Risk Targets and High Risk Personnel. Advised

database and work-performed records.

and coordinated with the Garrison Commanders, Provost

Florida Local Counties / Support Services. As a Consultant,
provided support services to Liberty and Calhoun Counties.
Services included in post impact activities during four recent
presidentially declared incidents. These incidents resulted
in massive flooding across the county and impacts to both
public infrastructure and residential / commercial structures.
Coordinated FEMA Program Management; engineers and
field technicians to conduct post impact damage assessments,
develop scopes of work to repair and mitigate damaged facilities,
and assess the repetitive loss and residential / commercial

Marshal and Force Protection Commanders. Managed and
coordinated the Base Defense plans between the tenants, subunits, EODT Security Forces, multiple Area Defense Commands
and the Base Defense Command. Managed 120 operational
and administrative supervisors that directly command, train
and support the security forces personnel. Supervised the
development of the Base Defense and multiple High Risk Target
Facilities force protection plans, ensuring units are prepared
to implement increased Force Protection levels and measures
when required. Supervised the implementation of multiple Life

structures that are eligible for buy-outs and retrofits.

Support Areas and their Operational and Maintenance plans

USACE New Orleans District Hurricane Katrina: Recovery

reporting requirements by the Theater Command.

Operations. Managed the Private Property Debris Removal
(PPDR) mission for Hancock County, Mississippi following
the devastating Hurricane that impacted the Gulf Coast area
in September 2005. Supervised over 200 Heavy Demolition
Crews directly for the United States Army Corps of Engineers
during Hurricane Katrina’s Operation Hope. Advised and
coordinated with the Army Corps of Engineers (COE), the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the
Mississippi Environmental Protection Agency (MEPA) for
over 9,000 projects. Maintained timely and multiple reporting
requirements by the COE, FEMA and MEPA. Supervised the
removal, transportation and final resting place for over 30 million
cubic yard of debris. Supervised implementation of Operational
and Maintenance plans for sub-contractors. Managed 27
administrative personnel for coordination and recording for the
private property debris removal program.
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to support our security forces. Maintained timely and multiple

3rd Battalion, 20th Special Forces Group (A): Force
Protection. Commanded the Force Protection unit for 3/20th
SFG(A). Responsible for Security Operations at Command
Facilities, two Army Airfields, and multiple Training Facilities and
Ammo Supply Points. Supervised the training and operational
command of over 330 security forces personnel at High Risk
Target locations and Personnel Security Details for all High
Risk Personnel. Supervised and trained all administrative staff
for the Command’s Force Protection Program. Supervised the
development of the Force Protection Plans, ensuring units were
prepared to implement the Force Protection levels and measures
when required. Developed, coordinated and managed the Force
Protection program between the sub-units, Area Commander
and Joint Forces Command and was the certified Anti-Terrorism
instructor for the Command.
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Education
BA Marketing, University of
Houston,

Travis Mays

Years of Experience

Recovery Operations

5

Licenses and
Certifications:

Mr. Mays has 5 years of experience specific to debris management and disaster recovery

ICS-100 Introduction to Incident
Command System

operations. He acquired his taste for disaster recovery management and consulting while

Health and Safety Training

and Louisiana during the 2008 hurricane season. He served as a field supervisor during Haiti

First Aid/ Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR)

operations and filled a supporting role to the operations and project managers during field

Hazardous Waste Operations
and Emergency Response
Training (40HR Initial/ 8 HR
Refresher)

serving as a QA/QC and field technician during Hurricane Ike recovery operations in Texas

activities in Alabama and Virginia. Most recently he led project coordination efforts while on
deployment to New York City in response to Hurricane Sandy. He specializes in coordinating
all phases of a disaster deployment including planning, strategy implementation, operations and
project closeout.
DETAILED EXPERIENCE
US Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) New York District: HaulPass® Debris Data Management
HaulPass® System. Coordinator and Operations Team Supervisor responsible for coordinating
all field operations and the deployment of HaulPass® in New York City. Managed more than 20
locally hired staff in a coordinated effort to provide 24 hour certification services to the client for 63
consecutive days during the project term. Responsible for managing and coordinating personnel
scheduling at more than 13 locations during the project. The HaulPass® system captured more
than 32,000 loads of debris disposed of at more than 22 facilities across Pennsylvania, New York,
and New Jersey. Provided technical assistance and training to more than 200 field personnel and
supervisors along with providing technical expertise that spearheaded the tracking and reconciliation
of more than $120,000,000 in debris removal contracts.
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St Paul District: HaulPass® Debris Data Management /
Cameron Parrish LA. QA Monitor/Field Technician responsible for capturing real time data through
the use of HaulPass®, a proprietary debris management system developed to reduce fraudulent
behavior and streamline end of project reconciliation. HaulPass® electronically captures load time/
disposal time, GPS pick-up and disposal location, debris type, cubic yardage, ticket number, etc.
HaulPass® stores all recorded data digitally in a secure, privately managed database that virtually
eliminates all human generated data entry errors that were common when records involved paper
based load tickets. In addition, was responsible for providing HaulPass® related technical assistance
to USACE quality control agents in the field and debris management sites during Hurricane Ike
debris removal operations in 2008.
City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management / Birmingham AL. Following the devastating
tornadoes that tore through Birmingham in April, 2011, served as field assistance coordinator and
deputy operations manager for debris management services including final disposal site operations,
right-of-way (ROW) and right-of-entry (ROE) debris removal, hazardous tree, stump, and limb
removal, and ROE database management. Was responsible for managing human training in an
effort to meet client demand for disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE) participation residing in
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the affected area. Managed daily operations involving site visits,

Haiti Recovery Group: HaulPass® Debris Data Management

site preparation and documentation in accordance with FEMA

/ Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Field Supervisor provided technical

eligibility requirements. In addition, provided technical support for

support to locally hired employees during the deployment and

the successful implementation of

HaulPass®

and assisted with

implementation of HaulPass® in a foreign, non-English speaking

contractor/client invoicing.

country. HaulPass® gracefully demonstrated its simplistic,

Florida Division of Emergency Management: Mitigation

yet rugged and flexible nature while capturing demolition and

Funding Audit and Reconciliation / Tallahassee FL. Assisted

debris removal data that accounted for nearly 300,000 cubic

with the management of fund reconciliation and audit following

yards of earthquake generated debris. Was responsible for all

the 2004-2005 hurricane seasons that involved mitigation efforts

technical aspects of deployment including transport, equipment

as a result of five devastating storms. Main responsibilities

maintenance, and communications. Provided reporting to assist

included tracing funding to their supposed and actual origins and

the client with employee production and project status on a daily

reallocating funding to the proper accounts through a complex

basis.

database and work-performed records.

City of Nassau Bay: Disaster Debris Management / Nassau

James City County: Disaster Debris Management / Hurricane
Irene/James City County VA. Deputy Operations Manager
responsible for management of more than 20 field personnel
involved in the removal of debris from an area encompassing
roughly 180 square miles. Also supported employees through

Bay TX. QA/QC Monitor responsible for capturing and
documenting debris removal data through the use of a personal
digital assistant, camera, and worksheets. Was responsible for
documenting the removal of hazardous trees and limbs as well
as vegetative and construction and demolition (C&D) debris from

a HaulPass® training workshop and daily health and safety

public right-of-ways (ROW) and City maintained parks.

meetings. Coordinated routing efforts and co-developed

Florida Division of Emergency Management: Loss-

strategies with the client to manage all debris removal efforts.

Avoidance Study / Tallahassee-Orlando FL. Assumed an

Oversaw successful removal of hazardous trees, stumps, and

integral role within the project team collecting project and site

limbs from County school and park facilities as well the removal

specific data elements used to develop and complete a Loss-

of more than 160,000 cubic yards of storm generated debris

Avoidance study for the Mitigation Department within the Florida

from public right-of ways (ROW). Provided client with detailed

Division of Emergency Management. The study’s purpose was

daily reporting on project status, mapping, homeowner incidents,

to measure the effectiveness of dollars spent through Hazard

completion rates and progress.

Mitigation Assistance (HMA) grant programs. This was done

City of Williamsburg: Disaster Debris Management /
Hurricane Irene/Williamsburg VA. Deputy Operations
Manager responsible for management of debris monitoring
operations as a result of Hurricane Irene, 2011. Was responsible
for coordinating client and contractor efforts through the
implementation of HaulPass® resulting in the removal of over
17,000 cubic yards of vegetative debris during a one pass, 10
day period.
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by capturing event data and measuring the impacts of federally
declared disasters to the mitigated facilities.
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Years of Experience
7

Education:
BA Business Management
Saint Leo College
BS Information Systems
Management
University of South Florida

Professional
Registration:

Jordan Bryant
Recovery Operations
Mr. Bryant has more than 6 years of disaster management experience and has specialized in debris
management and disaster recovery since early 2006. Mr. Bryant is the primary HaulPass® trainer
for field staff and technical lead. Mr. Bryant began in Mississippi working alongside the USACE in
their Task Force Hope mission following Hurricane Katrina. He served as a Staff Manager in Erie

FEMA IS100 Incident
Command System,

County, NY in 2006, and also as a field manager for the concurrent City of Buffalo recovery project.

FEMA IS200 ICS for Single
Resources and Initial Action
Incidents,

Houston, Texas area following Hurricane Ike in 2008.

FEMA IS700 National Incident
Management System

He helped facilitate the deployment and operations of three debris removal monitoring projects in the

Mr. Bryant served as Field Manager for HaulPass® throughout the USACE response to Hurricane
Ike in Cameron and Vermillion Parishes, Louisiana and in Galveston, Texas. He was Field Manager,
technical lead, and HaulPass trainer for Haitian staff in Haiti following the devastating 2010
earthquake. More recently, he served as Field Manager during the USACE response to the EF-5
tornado that devastated Joplin, Missouri. In 2011 He assisted in facilitating debris removal efforts,
staff training, and field management in Birmingham, Alabama, and most recently in York and James
City Counties in Virginia following Hurricane Irene. He specializes in tracking debris removal efforts,
staff training and management, and technical implementation

Detailed Experience
USACE Kansas City District: Tornado 2011/HaulPass® System, Joplin, MO. Field Manager
responsible for training, technical support, and deployment of the HaulPass® Automated Debris
Management System. The USACE was assigned a mission to oversee debris recovery operations
following the devastating tornado that impacted the Joplin, MO area in April 2011. The USACE
selected the HaulPass® System for tracking all debris removal field data to streamline its recovery
efforts. The HaulPass® System was successfully utilized to track the removal of debris from public
rights-of-way and private property throughout the area. We also hired, trained and deployed over 60
local staff to operate the System in the field and to assist the USACE with contractor oversight.
James City County: Disaster Debris Management / Hurricane Irene, VA. Field Manager
responsible for the mulch haul out and project close out, coordinating HaulPass® efforts and training
also providing detailed daily reporting on project status, mapping, homeowner incidents, completion
rates and progress.
City of Birmingham: Disaster Debris Management, Birmingham AL. Following the devastating
tornadoes that tore through Birmingham in April, 2011, served as field manager assisting in the
facilitation of HaulPass® as well as managing the QA monitoring field staff in debris management
services. Debris removal services involved right-of-way (ROW) and right-of-entry (ROE) debris
removal, hazardous tree, stump, and limb removal, as well as updating and maintaining a
client accessible ROE database management. Provided technical support for the successful
implementation of HaulPass®.
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US Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District: Hurricane
Ike, Galveston and Chambers Counties, TX. Technical leader

Vicksburg District, USACE: HaulPass® Electronic Debris
Data Management System, Mississippi Gulf Coast MS.

responsible for the deployment of the HaulPass® system in

Provided training and support for deployment of electronic

the Galveston and Chambers County areas in Texas following

debris data management system in Hancock County, Mississippi

Hurricane Ike.

in 2006 following Hurricane Katrina. The HaulPass® system

US Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District: Hurricane
Ike, Vermillion and Cameron Parishes, LA. Field Manager for
HaulPass® in Cameron and Vermillion Parishes in Louisiana.
For the first time, the USACE was able to entirely eliminate the
use of paper load tickets, and successfully completed validation

electronically captured data in the field, for the first time
demonstrating that paper load tickets for debris recovery
operations can be eliminated. The HaulPass® system effectively
demonstrated elimination of human error related to hand
writing and manual data entry, as well as streamlined invoice

of all load ticket data only one day after field operations had

reconciliation.

ceased, completely eliminating data entry efforts or even for QA/

USACE, Vicksburg District: Katrina Debris Contractor

QC of manually entered load ticket information.

Quality Assurance Monitoring, Biloxi MS. Served as project

Erie County Department of Public Works: Debris
Management, Buffalo NY. Field supervisor responsible for
training monitors and equipment certification specialists. Also
responsible for overseeing debris monitoring services including
right-of-way debris collection and tree and limb removals, as well
as dumpsite tower staff load calls for incoming storm debris and
outgoing mulch.
City of Buffalo Dept of Public Works: Buffalo Debris
Management, Buffalo NY. Field supervisor responsible for
training monitors and equipment certification specialists.
Responsible for overseeing debris monitoring services including
right-of-way debris collection and tree and limb removals, as well
as dump-site tower staff load calls for incoming storm debris and
outgoing mulch.
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team member overseeing many demolitions and tree extractions.
Oversaw debris removal efforts in 2 counties and numerous
cities in southern Mississippi following Hurricane Katrina.
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Education
AA History Fullerton Junior
College

Scott Lehman

BA Geography University of
California, Santa Barbara

Geographic Information Systems

BA Anthropology University of
California, Santa Barbara

Years of Experience
Total 13

Professional
Registrations:

Certified GIS Professional
(GISP)
OSHA Occupational Safety and
Health Training

Mr. Lehman has over 10 years of experience working in the geospatial field specializing in the
environmental, water/wastewater engineering and hazard risk assessment fields. He has extensive
GIS and data management skills that allow him to solve a variety of spatial problems. Recently, Mr.
Lehman has been involved in hazard mitigation planning for local municipalities. This work involves
the use of GIS based HAZUS modeling software to show the potential damage in the event of a flood
or hurricane.

Detailed Experience

Health & Safety Training

EFA Northeast, NAVFAC: Naval Range Assessment / CA. Conducted field investigations of

Ergonomics

closed Naval Ranges across California. Collected GPS data collection and analysis. Integrated data

Hazard Communication
Awareness Initial
Hazardous Waste Operations
Site Supervisor
Unexploded Ordnance (UXO)
remediation site training

from multiple sources into a comprehensive GIS.
Florida Governmental Utility Authority (FGUA): Lehigh W & WW Mapping / Lehigh FL. Project
GIS Coordinator. Mr. Lehman led the designed and built of the Lehigh Acres Water and Wastewater
utility GIS databases. Water and wastewater databases were designed to incorporate utility
information giving FGUA a standardized easily accessible GIS system. ESRI GIS products and CAD

Professional Affiliations

software were used in this large scale implementation.

Geospatial Information and
Technology Association (GITA)

Confidential Client: DRI-Kirkland W. R. G / Chicago IL. Mr. Lehman provided technical support
and consultation for legal trial team and managed all technical work for the designated expert to
defendants’ legal counsel on a federal criminal case involving Clean Air Act Violations. Technical
issues involved the investigation of a SQL database and GIS data. Findings were provided to legal
counsel for use during trial.
Lee County Utilities: Lee County Utilities Asset Management / Fort Myers FL. Mr. Lehman
participated in several asset management projects and was responsible for delivery of asset
inventory data. Tasks include coordination the Client, field crews, database analysts, and project
managers to ensure data integrity and accuracy of over 10,000 assets from water and waste water
plants and lift stations throughout the county.
London International US Holding, Inc.: Cook Bates Soil Reme / Venice FL. Supervised the
excavation of highly contaminated soils. Insured the excatation process ran smothly and soils were
stored properly for off site disposal.Supervised the excavation of highly contaminated soils. Insured
the excatation process ran smothly and soils were stored properly for off site disposal.
Marine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton: Privatization Study for Water and Wastewater Facilities
/ Oceanside CA. Camp Pendleton needed to evaluate the feasibility of outsourcing their water and
wastewater operations. As a part of that privatization analysis, Malcolm Pirnie was asked to design,
implement and populate a GIS-based database that defined their water and wastewater systems.
This effort included field surveys, interviews and document analysis to determine system condition.
Responsible for building GIS layers needed for the assessment. These layers were incorporated
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into an Access database and linked with the GIS for use by the client.
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Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc.: ORKIN, FORT PIERCE
/ Fort Pierce FL. Performed soils excavation over site at

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District: Ordnance
& Explosives RI/FS Risk Assessment / Fort Ord CA.

a pesticide contaminated site. Collected soils samples to

Developed a method to objectively apply risk assessment

determine extent of excavation. Used GIS tools to map the

protocol using GIS tools. Oversaw the development of the

excavation extent and aid in decision making process.

mapping system and integrated the data needed to derive the

Public Authority for Electricity and Water - Sultanate of
Oman: Public Authority for Electricity and Water - Asset

risk score across the site.
Confidential Client: Litigation Support / Washington DC.

Register / Muscat Oman. Mr. Lehman led the data collection

Database/GIS Technician, critiqued and gathered information

and assessment of over 20,000 assets at over a thousand

from an Access database provided by client. Integrated

sites across the Sultanate of Oman. Tasks included the

database information with GIS software and presented

training of local engineers, logistics support, data analysis,

groundwater analytical information in figures. The project

development of data entry procedures and QA/QC of asset

resulted in the creation of an expert report that will ultimately

inventory. Coordination with staff and third party contractors on

serve as the basis for quantifying in financial terms the amount

three contents as well as multiple trips to the Middle East were

of natural resources damaged at the Superfund site.

required for the project.
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission: Gatebook

University of California, Santa Barbara, Dept. of
Anthropology: Chumash Culture Area / Channel Islands

GIS Project / San Francisco CA. Served as Deputy Project

CA. Crew chief at the Chumash Culture Area archaeological

Manager responsible for tracking budget and time to completion.

site in the California Channel Islands. Supervised workers in

Used ArcView to build utility maps showing water and

archaeological survey, site form writing, and artifact analysis.

wastewater infrastructure for the City of San Francisco’s water

University of California, Santa Barbara, Dept. of
Anthropology: Early Prehistoric Exploration and Settlement

distribution system.
Smurfit-Stone Container Corporation: Sauer Dump RAP /

of the Altiplano. Crew chief at the Early Prehistoric Exploration

Baltimore MD. Maintained a GIS system for a soil remediation

and Settlement of the Altiplano archaeological site in Southern

site. Contaminated soil and groundwater were sampled and

Peru. Supervised and instructed workers in archaeological

their locations tracked using a GIS database. Sample results

survey, site form writing, and lithic tool analysis.

were mapped aiding in the decision making process. GIS was
also used to help determine the extent of soils to be excavated.
The Metropolitan District: MDC A-M Project / Hartford CT.
The focus of the Water Distribution System Asset Management
Project is to provide a comprehensive program that utilizes
predictive asset modeling software to develop a 45-year capital
improvement project (CIP) plan to optimize replacement and/or
rehabilitation of water distribution system assets.
Mr. Lehman build custom GIS tools in an ESRI ArcGIS software
environment for the purposes of gathering and performing spatial
queries, in order to develop a single CIP personal geodatabase
that can be used as input into the IDSS asset model.
Tulare County: Visalia Landfill Groundwater Remediation
/ Visalia CA. Developed an automated mapping system that
integrated analytical data into a spatial context. Maintained
and updated mapping/database system as needed. Produced
figures for reports to be submitted to the local water quality
board.
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Education:
BS Geography with specialty in
Geographic Information
Systems
Samford University

Shane Dressback
Geographic Information Systems

Years of Experience:
14

Societies:
Urban and Regional Information
Systems Association, URISA

Mr. Dressback has experience in working with a wide variety of GIS projects. Throughout his
career he has been involved in the development of parcel, stormwater, land use, water, gas
and electric utility data sets in addition to various other data layers. A majority of his project
experience has been as a consultant for local utility, municipal, county and federal government
clients. Most recently, he has been involved in the incorporation of ArcSDE/Microsoft SQL
technology for multiuser geographic databases while developing a water utility geodatabase.
His project background has centered on data development, conversion and QAQC processes
using various ESRI GIS programs including the ArcGIS Suite.
DETAILED EXPERIENCE
Birmingham Water Works & Sewer Board: GIS Implementation / Birmingham AL. Project
worked to convert existing data formats into an ArcSDE/MSSQL Enterprise Geodatabase. Designed
and implemented versioned Geodatabase solution to include data from many different sources which
included GPS, paper maps, MicroStation and other existing digital sources. Responsibilities include
project management, database administration and QAQC.
Bridgeport Utilities: Bridgeport Utilities Feature Inventory / AL. Presided over project for
Bridgeport Utilities in Alabama that consisted of capturing gas, water and storm sewer features with
GPS instruments. Inventory data was delivered in ESRI shape file format giving the City a complete
base map dataset of their utility infrastructure. Setup and training in ArcView 3.x was also provided.
City of Mufreesboro: Murfreesboro Storm Sewer Inventory / Mufreesboro TN. Part of project
team that used GPS systems and pen-based field computers to inventory Murfreesboro’s storm
water infrastructure. Duties included field data collection, overseeing daily data uploads, formatting
of data and QC of field data. Project deliverable consisted of the storm water infrastructure in ArcGIS
Geodatabase format, digital field sketches and pictures.
Cleveland Utilities: Cleveland Utilities Data Conversion. On project team for Cleveland,
Tennessee Electric Department migration from MGE into an ArcGIS Geodatabase. Identified existing
features and associated them with the proper feature class and subtype codes. The project was
completed with the creation of a conversion routine which gave the user the ability to perform “one
touch” conversion from MGE to the ArcGIS geodatabase.
NIMA: Federal Data Conversion. Federal data conversion using Intergraph Dynamo. Converted
data and produced various feature counts for consistency. Responsible for QA of converted data to
ensure data quality and feature count consistency through conversion process.
Rutherford County: Rutherford County Parcel Mapping / TN. Digitized County parcel maps to
create seamless countywide parcel coverage. Parcels were digitized from existing paper maps
formatted in ESRI coverage format and linked to County’s CAAS address database. The coverage
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was orthorectified to newly delivered ortho photography. Also

Storm Water Management Authority: Land Use Coverage

created from the ortho photography was a complete planimetric

Creation. Developed County-wide Land Use coverage for

mapping data set. The planimetric data was captured and

internal department usage. Used an AML driven application to

produced in MicroStation then converted into ESRI coverage

convert the county tax map coverage into a land use coverage

format. Duties included scanning, digitizing, data conversion and

by adding land use data to the parcels. In addition created AML

QC aspects.

tools to edit, QC and finalize coverage.

SWMA/City of Trussville: Trussville ArcIMS Services. Used

Storm Water Management Authority: SWMA Online

ArcExplorer 9.0 and ArcIMS to set up GIS data services for

Permitting System. Worked on project team for an online

the City of Trussville and Storm Water Management Authority.

permitting system for Storm Water Management Authority in

Gathered and customized base map data which included

Birmingham, AL. Responsible for identifying process, system

municipal and utility boundaries, roads, streams and other

and setting up of online credit card transactions.

data sets in addition to using Feature Analyst to capture

Tennessee Department of Transportation: I-69 Interstate

building footprints. The purpose of project was to give the city

Project. Worked on project in eastern Tennessee and northern

an inexpensive way to share their data with internal users

Mississippi for the I-69 Interstate expansion. Gathered existing

inexperienced in GIS and to also show the usefulness of Feature

digital tax map data and paper tax maps to digitize and create

Analyst in terms of a fast deliverable in capturing data from

tax map coverage of area involved in expansion. Also gathered

imagery in times of emergency.

existing address databases (CAAS data) for relation to the
created parcel data. End product consisted of newly created
parcel data in ESRI coverage format that was converted into
MicroStation DGN format.
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Education
BS Environmental Engineering,
University of Florida

Years of Experience
25

Licenses and
Certifications:

Professional Engineer
Registered Environmental
Manager

David Cibik, PE
Environmental Permitting Coordination
Mr. Cibik has a broad range of environmental engineering experience. His experience includes
regulatory compliance in the forms of air, wastewater and hazardous waste permitting, groundwater
remediation system operation and maintenance, extensive remedial action field work and ASTM
Phase I Environmental Site Assessments and Due Diligence/ Compliance Reviews. He has a strong
background in Health and Safety. He has performed numerous environmental audits at temporary
debris sites following hurricanes Frances, Jeanne and Wilma.
DETAILED EXPERIENCE
Hillsborough County: Hurricane Debris Removal Environmental Monitoring / Tampa FL.
Conducted environmental monitoring at three Hillsborough County TDSRSs following Hurricane
Frances. The environmental monitoring was performed in accordance with FDEP guidelines
and consisted of performing baseline and closure sampling and conducting ongoing monitoring
inspections at pre-determined sites where hurricane debris was temporarily stored and reduced via
grinding or burning operations. Closure reports were prepared for each site detailing the findings of
the environmental sampling and inspections.
Hillsborough County: South County Wastewater Treatment Plant / Hillsborough County
FL. Conducted routine safety inspections and safety meetings during construction activities of the
South County Wastewater Treatment Plant while working for the prime contractor for this project.
Inspections included assessment and documentation of site safety hazards with respect to the prime
contractor and subcontractors. Also participated in coordination and project planning meetings with
the site project manager.
Hillsborough County: Valrico Wastewater Treatment Plant / Dover FL. Assisted in the design
for the expansion of the Valrico Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant from 4 mgd to 6 mgd.
Project included a biological nutrient removal study and evaluation of the headworker, anoxic tanks,
oxidation ditch equipment, clarifiers, activated sludge and scum handling systems, intermediate
pump station, denitrification filters, chlorine contact tanks, and final effluent pump. Responsibilities
included preparation of report design sections such as odor control, flow equalization, and Class I
Reliability requirements for wastewater treatment plants.
West Palm Beach County: Hurricane Debris Removal Environmental Monitoring / West Palm
Beach FL. Conducted environmental monitoring at eight Palm Beach County TDSRSs following
Hurricane Frances. The environmental monitoring was performed in accordance with FDEP
guidelines and consisted of performing baseline and closure sampling and conducting ongoing
monitoring inspections at pre-determined sites where hurricane debris was temporarily stored and
reduced via grinding or burning operations. Closure reports were prepared for each site detailing the
findings of the environmental sampling and inspections.
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BEM Systems, Inc: Cape Canaveral Air Station / Cape

Florida International University: Chiller/Cooling Tower

Canaveral FL. Provided site investigations activity supervision at

Replacement Project / Miami FL. Served as on-site Project

numerous launch complexes at the Cape Canaveral Air Station

Manager for a chiller/cooling tower replacement project in which

(CCAS). Work included soil and groundwater investigations for

the Poole & Kent Company provided construction management

chlorinated solvents and metals, remediation system monitoring

services. Specific responsibilities included chairing and recording

and evaluation and preparation of RCRA Feasibility Investigation

weekly project progress meetings, reviewing/approving change

Reports.

orders, inspecting job site, reviewing submittals and reviewing/

Sarasota County: Post-Storm Disaster Debris Management

approving monthly requisitions.

/ Sarasota FL. Following Tropical Storm Gabriel in the autumn

Tampa Bay Water: Chloramine Implementation Project /

of 2001, assisted the County with its implementation of an

Tampa, FL. Assisted with shop drawing review, RFIs and other

emergency horticultural storm debris removal program. Staff

construction administration issues.

responded within 24 hours providing field inspection monitors
for horticultural storm debris removal and disposal. We
were responsible for project management and coordination,
monitoring work areas, issuing load tickets, monitoring work
performance and productivity, coordinating truck routing,
resolving questions and problems, confirming trucks are tapped,
identifying potential problems, maintaining a map of the streets
in which debris was previously removed, and performing
Temporary Debris Management Site (TDMS) inspections of
storm debris disposal operations providing TDMS inspections
of debris delivered to the TDMS locations, monitoring multiple
trucks, delivering to the TDMS, verifying manifest tickets and
maintaining records.
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